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SNAPSHOTS OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY FORESTRY NETWORKS:
COUNTRY AND NETWORK STUDIES

This is one of series of reports commissioned by CIFOR as part of its study of 'Learning
from International Community Forestry Networks'. All these studies were carried out
within a tight budget and very brief time frame, which necessarily implied an anecdotal
and impressionistic method of data collection. CIFOR and the authors acknowledge that
the findings in these studies are thus partial. In our view, however, they do provide
interesting insights into the complex world of networking and advocacy and are thus
being made available to help networkers and those promoting community forestry to
reflect on and, hopefully, improve their work.
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1. METHODOLOGY

The information in this report was gathered during a 4-day visit to Rome, Italy, to meet some of the FTPP
staff at the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), and a 3-day visit to Uppsala, Sweden, to meet the
FTPP English language newsletter team and associates at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
(SLU). One interview was conducted over the telephone. In addition, information was gathered from
secondary material such as FTPP reports, publications, newsletters, pamphlets and the FTPP website.

Methodological limitations: FTPP is a large and complex network with a long history behind it. One week
of interviews is inadequate, to say the least, to understand and analyse the lessons gained from 15 years of
experience. There often was not enough time to go through all the key questions with all the interviewees.
Some key people no longer work in Rome (except for one interview, the interviews were limited to current
staff and associates in Rome and Sweden). The staff turnover seems fairly high, and many of the
interviewees have been involved with FTPP only for the last few years – some for less than 3 years. Their
perspectives were very different from those interviewees who have engaged with the network from an
earlier period of its history.

Secondly, FTPP is a highly decentralised programme, and the global headquarters of FTPP in Rome is but
one fraction of the network activities that are spread out across continents, with regional and national focal
points working independently to a large extent. The newsletter component in Sweden represents only the
English language newsletter, not the French or Spanish newsletters. Thus, it is important to point out that
this documentation is based only on perspectives from the global headquarters and English newsletter
component of FTPP, and is not based on experiences or perspectives from regional and national
components. It is therefore more concerned with issues of institutionalisation, strategies, monitoring,
administration, and the mechanisms of the network and its activities, rather than with impacts and
experiences in different regions, i.e. the areas which constitute the ‘target’ of the network – or one might
say the areas which constitute the real ‘energy’ of the network, given its decentralised nature.

In any case the aim of this report is not to make an objective assessment of the impact of FTPP, but to
document and reflect on the perspectives of people engaged at the level of the global headquarters. The
methodology used necessarily makes this a qualitative rather than a quantitative study (e.g. analysis of
quantitative data was not attempted). Gathering regional perspectives was not an objective. Lessons from
the FTPP experience in different regions should become clearer when this report is read in conjunction with
the Country Reports generated by the overall project, “Learning from International Community Forestry
Networks”. The Country Reports should act as a counterbalance to headquarter perspectives, by examining
network activity from the perspectives of some regional components of FTPP.
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One gets the feeling that there isn’t one FTPP history, but many histories. Perspectives of interviewees
depended greatly on what period of FTPP history they witnessed and which component of FTPP they
participated in. It is therefore highly unlikely that this documentation will correspond to any one person’s
sense of what FTPP was meant to do, what impacts it had, what opportunities and problems it encountered,
and what lessons have been learned from it. There were differences of opinion on almost every issue –
though sometimes it seemed more like different ways of acknowledging a similar problem. Given all the
obvious limitations of time, with the attendant problems of addressing the complexity of the network, this
report should be seen as a documentation of some of the perceptions from within the institution of FTPP,
and some of the lessons learned from the different experiences within FTPP. The objective is to reflect on
the experiences and evolution of the network, in a way that might help to formulate some creative inputs
for future networking efforts. This report does not claim to be a definitive history of FTPP, nor an
evaluation of the performance and impacts of FTPP, and should not be read as such. Such a project
would no doubt be very useful in drawing lessons from the vast experience of networking which FTPP staff
and members collectively possess, but would require a much longer time-frame, permitting a deeper and
more complex study and analysis across the global, regional and national components of the network.

2. BACKGROUND & HISTORY OF FTPP

The FTPP was the best-known community forestry (CF) programme of the FAO. The FTPP officially
ended on 31 December 2001 for its regional components. The global headquarters of FTPP in Rome
subsequently went through a transitional, ‘wrap-up’ phase, which officially ended on 31 December 2002.
Interviews for this study were conducted during the ‘wrap-up’ phase. This section outlines the background
of FTPP, including its goals, origins, evolution and proposals for a post-FTPP phase.

2.1 Goals
The FTPP had three main objectives:

• To develop tools, methods and approaches for participatory forestry;
• To strengthen the ability of local and national institutions to work in participatory forestry and

related fields;
• To share information and experiences on innovative methods and approaches.

These objectives have remained very similar over the years. It was never an objective for FTPP to directly
target grassroots communities. It was felt that this would have a limited impact, and that a wider impact
could be achieved by working with institutions and organisations who would then work with local
communities either directly or through local partners.

2.2 Origins and Evolution

FTPP was launched in 1987, with the overall goal of strengthening people’s ability to manage and use
natural resources. It was coordinated by FAO’s Community Forestry Unit (CFU), in the Forestry Policy
and Institution Branch (FONP) with support from a multi-donor trust fund.

FTPP worked through regional and national institutions in Asia, Latin America, Africa and Europe.
Between 1987 and 2001, there were three phases of FTPP. Phase 1 built on the experiences of a previous
CF programme of FAO, called Forestry for Local Community Development (FLCD), which ran from 1979
to 1986. The focus of FLCD was on “consciousness-raising of policy-makers and forestry professionals”1

with regard to community involvement in forest management. As policy makers and forestry professionals
began to express interest in CF, Phase 1 (1987-1990) of FTPP was launched in response to the growing
need for assistance in developing and implementing CF:

                                                
1 Anon. 1992. Forestry Project Profile No.12: Forests, Trees and People – Phase II. (Pamphlet). FAO
Forestry Department. Rome.
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“The immediate objectives of the first phase of the FTPP were to develop approaches, tools and
methods for implementing CF; and to help countries strengthen the institutional base for CF
through workshops and training activities. Nine topics were identified as particularly important:
local management of trees and woodlands; baseline studies; participatory assessment, monitoring
and evaluation; forestry, food security and nutrition; land and tree tenure; forest-based small
scale enterprises and non-timber forest products; communication/extension and training; local
knowledge and management practices; gender and other equity issues.”2

To test concepts and approaches, 8 pilot projects were launched in Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nepal,
Tanzania, Thailand, Vietnam and Zambia. The pilot project in Thailand, for example, focussed on
community demonstration centres as a way of promoting agro-forestry and small-scale forest enterprises.
The pilot project in Zambia focussed on developing a CF strategy based on activities initiated by villagers.
In this phase, an English language FTPP newsletter was launched, coordinated by SLU in Sweden.

At the end of Phase 1 there was a consultation to define Phase 2. It was found that there was an improved
understanding of CF issues, and many foresters and social scientists were involved in the development of
new approaches and tools. Phase 1 had also brought out new publications on selected topics. An evaluation
in 1989 “pointed out the importance of incorporating the new approaches, methods and tools for CF, close
to the implementation level of projects. This required more in-depth training of national personnel and local
rural facilitators and strengthening local institutions. The evaluation also found a need for improved
information dissemination, particularly in French and Spanish-speaking countries.” In addition (as per one
interview), one of the lessons from Phase 1 was that too much energy had been put into setting up projects,
rather than developing methods, and so the project approach was abandoned.

Thus it was decided that Phase 2 (1990-1997) should focus on strengthening national capacity to support
CF. This would be done by capacity-building of governmental and non-governmental institutions at the
national and local level, as well as farmer organisations that were engaged in CF and participatory rural
development. The capacity-building would be for training, planning and technical implementation of CF.
The topic areas identified in Phase 1, were continued. There was also collaboration with country-level
institutions to develop tools and methods for CF. In short, Phase 2 focused on:

• “making new concepts, approaches and tools available to local communities, projects, policy
makers, etc.;

• strengthening institutional capability by collaborating with selected local or national organisations;
• supporting ongoing programmes, field projects and activities in their efforts to integrate more

effective participatory approaches into their work;
• disseminating new information and experiences through networking, and improved

communications.” 3

In Phase 1 it was primarily individuals in FAO and SLU who worked on FTPP. Phase 2 was characterised
by a move to decentralise the programme. It was during Phase 2 of FTPP that a clearer “networking”
structure developed, with regional and national partners being identified. By the end of Phase 2, there were
mechanisms of regional decision-making, as opposed to centralised decision-making. The aim was for the
network to be run by the regional and national focal points, with facilitation being done by the headquarters
in Rome. There was greater regional autonomy with regard to funds, whereby funds were channelled to
regional coordinators via FAO and SLU, with the regions deciding how to use the funds. French and
Spanish language newsletters were set up, and the printing and distribution of newsletters was regionalized
in order to allow the regional focal points to use the newsletter as a mechanism to come into contact with
more people in the region.

In Phase 3 (1998-2001) the running of FTPP was taken over by a new coordinator in Rome, and was
characterised by a move to try and re-centralise some of the strategies and mechanisms of the network. A
new monitoring and evaluation strategy and a new communication strategy were developed. It is this last
and final phase of FTPP that drew much criticism from interviewees. Indeed, many of the interviewees

                                                
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
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were mainly familiar with the final phase, and it was also the final phase that was freshest in everyone’s
minds. Due to this, many of the comments on FTPP were negative. However, it is also self-evident that at
least some of the problems of the final phase would have been legacies of mechanisms that had evolved
over the preceding years.

Some of the comments regarding the final phase of FTPP were:
• It was a very negative phase, and was “destructive of new proposals”.
• There was a move to reverse the process of decentralisation, which had been initiated in Phase 2.

There was too much of a push towards centralising control of the programme, and coordinating it
from Rome. The regional decision-making bodies were undermined.

• There was less transparency of funding and other decisions in the final phase, which led to a
breakdown of trust between FTPP staff, facilitators and regional focal points. People were
defending their positions and decisions, rather than concentrating on working for the programme
objectives.

• Earlier in the programme there was more space to discuss controversial issues, to question
programme objectives, and for different voices to be heard. In Phase 3, there was no space for
such discussion. Some critical voices were marginalized. This was not healthy, because it stifled
new ideas. (For example it was noted that the move to decentralisation in Phase 2 was a result of
open discussion and diverse voices.)

• In this phase much less of the work was done collaboratively with regions. The global
headquarters in Rome did not consult regional focal points enough.

These comments are indicative of the main issues that emerged during the interviews, and will be discussed
in detail further in the report.

The end of FTPP: There were differing opinions as to why FTPP ended. One set of people were very
disappointed that FTPP had come to an end, and felt that much of the decision to end it had to do with
internal politics. There was a feeling that FTPP could have continued to make an impact by building on
lessons learned. They felt that:

• There was resistance within FAO to continuing FTPP; for example, it was felt that though donors
wanted a change in the workings of the programme, this was deliberately interpreted as a reason
for ending the programme, rather than as a reason for evolving. (The relationship between FAO
and FTPP is further discussed below in Section 3.5).

• There was no particular reason why it should end, though there was an effort to justify it by listing
many administrative problems.

• FTPP had been successful at evolving over the years, so there was no need to end it.
• Towards the end, diverse voices and interesting discussions had been marginalized, and so FTPP

ran out of interesting ideas.
• FTPP ended because the entire network could not agree on a single new proposal to be carried

forward.

On the other hand, other people favoured the fact that FTPP was ending because:
• It forced a “re-think”, and was an encouragement to evolving new ways of carrying forward the

objectives of FTPP.
• FTPP was no longer at the cutting edge of CF issues, unlike 20 years ago when it was among the

few advocates of CF.
• It is very unusual for a donor project to have continued for 15 years, so it had to end sometime.

2.3 Post-FTPP Proposals

In August 2000, a year before the end of FTPP, it was decided at the annual facilitators meeting to set up a
task force to examine what steps could be taken post-FTPP. A regional process was proposed, whereby the
regions would draw on lessons learned from previous FTPP phases, analyse the region to identify
opportunities and constraints for CF, and make a proposal for the future on the basis of this information. It
was hoped that the various regional processes would lead to the emergence of a global initiative. However,
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the proposals drew some amount of criticism in Rome. Two or three people suggested that this was because
the analyses were not critical enough, and had been done mainly to ensure continued funding. It was then
decided that there would be no international programme, but the encouragement of strong regional
programmes instead which would develop and function independently of FAO. FAO was clear that it
would not support a global programme. The FTPP global headquarters provided the regions with support in
preparing post-2001 proposals, by organising workshops or visiting the regions to help brainstorm and
finalise proposals, for example. One interviewee commented that one of the reasons why there was no
single global funding proposal was that the whole network could not get together and agree on a common
way forward.

In 2001 the editorial board members of the FTPP newsletters put forward a proposal for a process to define
a global platform, in an attempt to carry forth the momentum and network linkages built up by FTPP, and
to build on the lessons learned. The proposal stresses on decentralised decision-making, a greater role for
local stakeholders and grassroots communities, and a greater role for advocacy. The outcome of this
proposal is pending with donors. Another post-FTPP proposal is also being developed in the former CFU,
which has now been formally integrated into the Forestry Policy and Institution  Branch in FAO. This
proposal focuses on strengthening institutional capacities of governmental and non-governmental actors,
and on increasing working with policy and regulatory aspects of forestry in order to make CF initiatives
sustainable. However, neither of these proposals would necessarily include all former FTPP regions or
members.

3. INSTITUTIONAL AND NETWORK STRUCTURE

3.1 Administrative and Membership Structure
FTPP was housed in the (now defunct) CFU, in FAO’s Forestry Policy and Institution Branch (FONP). In
practice there was little distinction between the CFU and the global headquarters of FTPP. Within FAO, the
CFU’s role was “to provide leadership in addressing the multi-disciplinary dimensions of community
forestry work within the agency.”4

The FTPP administrative and membership structure comprised of several components:

1) Regional or national focal points: Comprising of individuals or institutions that acted as the
regional or national nodes of the FTPP network. The focal points in turn networked with other
regional, national or local organisations, thereby engaging in ‘sub-networks’ at national or
regional level. These sub-networks were not necessarily “FTPP networks” – in many cases they
were groups of already networked individuals and organisations, of which the FTPP focal point
was one part. The regions of FTPP were as follows, with the location of the focal point in
brackets: Anglophone Africa (Kenya), Francophone Africa (Cameroon, and later Burkina-Faso),
Central America (Costa Rica), Latin America and Spanish-speaking Caribbean (Peru), North
America and English-speaking Caribbean (USA), South Asia (Nepal), Southeast Asia (Thailand),
Europe (Sweden). While the overall management of the network was done by the global
headquarters in FAO, Rome, “the planning of specific programme activities [was] decentralised
with the assistance of national and sub-regional facilitators initiating and coordinating activities…
The facilitators are hosted in, or are members of, collaborating national or regional institutions.”5

2) Communication Component: Comprising of the editorial board of the FTPP English, French and
Spanish newsletters (coordinated from Sweden, West Africa and Latin America respectively) and
the Publications Unit in Rome which produced publications and other materials prepared by the
global headquarters. The newsletters had a total readership of about 12,000. The communication
component included a decentralised distribution network whereby some regional focal points

                                                
4 Anon. 1997. “Forests Trees and People Programme (FTPP): Global Component Internal Evaluation
March 1997. Unpublished report. CFU, FAO. Rome.
5 Anon. 1992. Forestry Project Profile No.12: Forests, Trees and People – Phase II. (Pamphlet). FAO
Forestry Department. Rome.
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distributed FTPP publications and newsletters within the region. Sometimes this included printing
newsletters locally. Publications and other materials were also produced and disseminated by the
regions.

3) Global Headquarters: The FTPP global headquarters at FAO in Rome was housed within the CFU,
which had responsibility for the “overall management of conceptual and technical aspects of the
[FTP] Programme, as well as activities and publications of inter-regional interest.”6 The global
headquarters managed the Global Component Network, or the core of the FTP programme,
comprising of the regional and national focal points, the communication component and the FTPP
global headquarters in Rome.

4) Steering Committee: Comprising of the Global Component Network and donors.

For the purposes of understanding the functioning of FTPP, it would be useful to see it as two networks.
One network was the one comprising of the Global Component, i.e. the global headquarters, the regional
and national focal points and the communication component. This group of individuals were frequently in
contact with each other through project and research collaborations (e.g. on method development, field
testing, etc.), annual meetings and other regional meetings. This was a relatively ‘closed’ group of people.
The second network was the newsletter network, made up of the approximately 12,000 recipients of the
FTPP newsletters. This network was much broader, and almost anyone could be part of it. This group of
people never met as one unit, and communicated with each other as and when the need arose, e.g. through
the directory of members, by contacting contributors to the newsletter, by contacting the newsletter editors
for information, etc. While members of the Global Component network were part of the newsletter
network, the members of the newsletter network were not necessarily part of the Global Component
network. It is important to clarify here that FTPP was never formally described as two networks, and there
were many overlaps between these two levels of networking. (A third level of networking was between the
national/regional focal points and their partner institutions, making up sub-networks. However, as already
pointed out, these sub-networks were not necessarily “FTPP networks”).

3.2 Regional Structures
The institutional structure at the level of regional focal points varied widely. Regional arrangements grew
organically, depending on the context of the region or country, and also because different regions joined the
programme at different points of time. Focal points were housed in a variety of institutional set-ups. For
example, in Senegal the focal point was in the government; in Cameroon the focal point was an NGO; in
Uganda it was an NGO and a university; in Asia the focal point was a large training and research institute.
As per an FTPP evaluation report, there was no particular selection procedure adopted in recruiting focal
points, though one of the problems in verifying this was a weak institutional memory:

“there was a pooling of information that highlighted that a uniform strategy and transparency had
been lacking in the selection process. While in Asia the partner institution was chosen because of
a similar mandate and its institutional capacity, in Latin America the facilitators were selected
first and they in turn determined the institutional arrangements. In West Africa a decision was
made to work with government institutions, but this led to little control over staffing. In East
Africa the institution was chosen by SLU, but the basis for the selection is not clearly understood
by the current CFU staff.”7

On the other hand, an interviewee noted that there was a selection procedure, which was
“based on individuals’ personal commitment to the philosophy of FTPP. This is why there was a
strong identity and team spirit despite being so decentralised. Without this, decentralisation would
have failed.”

In terms of the structure and functioning of the regional network of focal points, there were variations as
well. Asia had no national focal points, but a regional focal point in the Regional Community Forestry
Training Centre for Asia and the Pacific (RECOFTC) which was a large organisation, and a
                                                
6 Ibid.
7 Anon. 1997. “Forests Trees and People Programme (FTPP): Global Component Internal Evaluation
March 1997. Unpublished report. CFU, FAO. Rome.
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communication and sub-regional focal point for South Asia, housed in the NGO WATCH in Nepal.
Similarly there were no national focal points in Central America where the regional activities of FTPP were
coordinated by a single individual. On the other hand, South America, Francophone Africa and
Anglophone Africa had regional focal points as well as national focal points. In Asia and Central America,
the regional focal points were the primary decision-making bodies for regional FTPP activities, whereas
there was more of a consultative process in regions that had regional as well as national focal points. In
East Africa each national component had to do more or less similar work on a set of commonly agreed
topics. Francophone Africa had a different arrangement, whereby each national component was responsible
for working on one topic for the whole region. For example, the Cameroon focal point was responsible for
working on the topic of ‘conflict management’ for the whole region, and would need to get inputs from all
the other countries for this. In Latin America and Nepal the effort was to work with networks rather than
organisations. RECOFTC, on the other hand, used FTPP to build up its capacity as an international training
centre. Thus there were diverse methods and styles of working.

There were advantages and disadvantages to the various working arrangements. Some of the lessons to
emerge from the overall experience were as follows:

• There seemed to be some amount of agreement that having a one-man regional focal point, as in
Central America, was probably not a sustainable arrangement as it depended too much on one
person’s presence, which could create frictions within the region, and posed the risk of the
initiative collapsing if the person withdrew for any reason. Raising a similar point, a 1997 internal
evaluation stated, “The current reliance on facilitators rather than institutions and the lack of
control in West Africa over staffing have not created strong, sustainable networks.”8 (Two
interviewees disagreed with the idea that Central America had a one-man focal point, pointing to
the mechanism of an advisory committee and the close involvement of four partner institutions.
Whatever the case may have been, there seems to have been agreement that an institutional
arrangement was preferable to a one-man leadership.)

• The long-term institutionalisation of FTPP was affected by the working arrangement in a region.
An established institution like RECOFTC in Asia as a focal point would be more sustainable in
the long run, e.g. post-FTPP, because it had built up its capacity to continue. On the other hand,
where the focal point was a single person, who was not part of an already existing organisation,
post-FTPP sustainability would clearly be a problem because there was no institution to carry on
the work. An interviewee also made the valid point that ‘institutionalisation’ should not be defined
too narrowly (e.g. in the sense of running an organisation):

“It was probably a direct impact of FTPP-Central America, that Facultad
Latino Americana de Ciencias Sociales (FLACSO) created a post-graduate
programme on CF, not because it had a mandate to do so, but because it
recognized the importance of this… isn’t that institutionalisation even without
the FTPP facilitator sitting there?”

• There was a comment that the approach taken by Francophone Africa, whereby each national
component was responsible for a theme across the region, was good because it encouraged each
national component to network with the other countries.

• One person commented that one very strong regional focal point could eclipse the presence of
national focal points, which could lead to frictions. This apparently happened in East Africa.

• Two persons felt that from a purely managerial and administrative point of view, it may be better
to have only regional focal points for FTPP, as this would reduce the cost of paying for regional as
well as national focal points. It would be more cost efficient if FTPP regional points were to take
on national level partners without naming them as ‘FTPP’. The disadvantage with this would be
that the visibility of FTPP would be lowered at a national level.

• Again, there was a comment that from an administrative point of view it was difficult to deal with
so many different institutions and arrangements of working. An internal evaluation raised a similar
point:

“There is not a uniform system / pattern between the regions. In Asia, for
example, one contract is made with the regional institution, which disperses

                                                
8 Ibid.
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funds for activities to the FTPP collaborative partners in the region; in Latin
America a contract is made with each national facilitator’s institution (rather
than with one regional institution). The number and variety of contracts, degree
of follow-up for reporting, budgeting, etc., requires a tremendous commitment of
staff time of the global component.”9

On the other hand, another view was that it was precisely this diversity of collaborators and flexibility
of working arrangements that made the network dynamic and relevant to local contexts. For example,
an interviewee noted that in some cases where there wasn’t a good enough regional institution to be a
regional focal point, FTPP looked for appropriate national institutions instead.

3.3 Decisions on activities
In accordance with the principle of decentralisation, decisions regarding activities and topics to be worked
on, were to be decided jointly by the regions and the global headquarters. Some decisions were taken
independently by the regions, though activities had to be based on the set of commonly agreed key topics.
There were varying opinions regarding the extent to which decisions on topics and activities were really
decentralised. On the one hand, some people felt that the regions had a great deal of autonomy in decision-
making on activities, while on the other hand it was felt that the global headquarters did not allow for
enough autonomy. Both views may be partially accurate. Overall it seems as if the move to reverse
decentralisation in Phase 3 also decreased the decision-making powers of the regions. This is because it
was mainly the people who joined FTPP from Phase 3 onwards, who felt that the regions did not have
much autonomy. Following are some of the responses of interviewees:

• “Rome never forced the regions to do anything. Rome’s budget was transparent and we were
responsive to the regions’ needs.”

• “Rome always played an important role in deciding which topics were relevant. Everyone seemed
to agree with the coordinator’s [of Phase 1 and 2] perception of what was relevant, so it was never
a big issue then.”

• “This is a controversial issue. Some people would argue that the whole thing was driven by Rome.
On the other hand, there was also room for local adaptation, in the way they implemented the
topics. To some extent it was driven by Rome, but it has also been driven by local circumstances.”

• “[The Phase 3 coordinator] did not think she needed to respond to focal points, and thought we [in
Rome] have a right to identify our ‘hot’ issues as well. There was no practical mechanism to take
into account priorities set by regional focal points. The regions would identify their own topics, we
would identify our own. If it happened to coincide, there would be a common platform. Otherwise
the functioning was independent.”

3.4 Funding
Over the years, the donors of the trust fund have included the governments of Italy, France, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. Support has also come from FAO. FTPP national-level
activities have also been funded by various national institutions, international agencies and local
organisations.

The funding was agreed upon by the donors and FAO. Each donor country picked what they wished to
fund. Some funded global issues, others preferred to fund specific regions. In the early stages of FTPP,
small grants were given by the global headquarters to regions, on request. In Phase 2, when FTPP was
decentralised, there was greater regional autonomy with regard to the use of funds. The global headquarters
would channel funds to the regions, and the regions would then manage it, and make their own plans and
budgets for the year. Most regions had committees to make decisions regarding use of funds. It was felt by
some interviewees that in Phase 3, regions had less control over funds. However, this was strongly
contested by other interviewees.

On the one hand, there was the view that funds should be monitored more effectively by the global
headquarters and that too much decentralisation created problems of monitoring and accountability. On the
other hand, there was the view that re-centralising control of funds went against the spirit of

                                                
9 Ibid.
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decentralisation, and against the feeling of ownership of the network by the regions, and created resentment
among the regions:

“Regional nodes saw it as a betrayal when their funds control was taken away, and they had to
‘beg’ for money from Rome. Regions started contacting individuals in Rome for money, which led
to less transparency and a break-down of trust.”

This issue is discussed further in the sections on “Monitoring and Evaluation” (Section 6) and “Governance
and Decentralisation” (Section 7).

3.5 FTPP and FAO
In terms of the institutional and administrative structure of FTPP, an interesting discussion emerged
regarding the fact that FTPP was lodged in FAO. There were differing opinions on whether FAO had
proved to be the best home for a decentralised network like FTPP, which aimed to be flexible and
responsive to changing contexts and needs. On the positive side, it was felt that FAO provided a valuable
‘stamp’ of respectability, since in the developing world it is generally perceived as a reputable and reliable
organisation of the United Nations. This perception was probably even more valuable in the early days of
FTPP when CF was not a widely accepted approach to forest management. The negative view was that
FAO may not have been the right institution to house FTPP because it was bureaucratic and slow; that the
flexibility and decentralisation that FTPP needed was limited by being housed in a large and bureaucratic
organisation like FAO. For example it took a long time to transfer funds to regional focal points:

“Whenever we transferred money to regions, it took months. It was no-one’s fault except for
FAO’s bureaucracy.”

This led to frustration in the regions, delayed activities, and one view was that it was also an impediment to
inter-regional collaboration. One person felt that FTPP “was vibrant, but it could have been better if FAO
hadn’t been involved in it.” Secondly, at least two people felt that FAO’s mandate of working in
collaboration with governments necessarily limited the nature of FTPP activities, which often supported
institutions that worked against government policies. Thus it was felt that it limited the political impact and
implications that a network like FTPP could have had.

A third issue that emerged was the view that FTPP had not succeeded in integrating itself and its work with
the rest of the forestry department in FAO. This led to some problems and resentment. Several FTPP staff
felt that the forestry department of FAO generally viewed FTPP as a ‘luxury’ programme. There was some
amount of resentment at the fact that FTPP was allocated relatively large sums of money, with
opportunities for the young, and often female, staff to travel widely. It was apparently also resented that the
FTPP was made up primarily not of foresters but of sociologists. On the part of FTPP staff, there was a
feeling that not enough of an effort had been made by FTPP to integrate itself with the other forestry
activities of FAO, and that FTPP had unnecessarily isolated itself. For example, at a regional level FTPP
could have coordinated some activities with regional FAO offices, which usually did not happen. It was
also felt by some, that an opportunity had been lost in terms of trying to mainstream CF within the FAO
forestry department. Two persons felt that FAO had gained from FTPP since its foresters were more
understanding of CF issues, which were a priority in many FAO projects. However, at least two people felt
that FTPP had not had enough of an impact in terms of promoting CF within FAO - lessons learned from
FTPP had not been mainstreamed into FAO, creating the possibility that FAO would end up “reinventing
the wheel”.

3.6 Administrative and Institutional Problems
Apart from some constraints mentioned above, there were some general comments on problematic areas,
mainly to do with the running of the network:

• Funds: One person felt that FTPP was too money-driven, with regional focal points too dependent
on funds coming from Rome. It was felt that there should have been a greater regional effort to
raise funds. Now that FTPP has ended, some of the regional efforts may not be sustainable
because of this dependency:

“In the last few years of FTPP the regional nodes were very frustrated, they knew the
money was ending… FTPP was too money driven, it made the regional coordinators
dependent on money.”

On a similar note, a CFU internal evaluation in 2000 stated,
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“the vertical linkage between CFU and regions are stronger than the inter-regional ones,
mainly due to the interest in funds. No strong relationship between the regions has been
seen so far.”10

On the other hand, two persons familiar with the earlier phases of FTPP strongly disagreed. One
person offered an explanation for the above views, noting that the frustration of focal points in the
final phase arose not due to funds, but due to the lack of leadership at the global headquarters:

“The link with the regions was of ideology and ideas. When this nexus was destroyed, the
only link left was money – hence this perception in the final years.”

Another person gave an example of focal points across regions who raised money for the West
African focal point when French funding was interrupted, because they felt an ownership of the
network. The same interviewee said,

“Many of those who participated in planning didn’t require or receive funds. They were
interested in information exchange and being involved in the process… There were cases
where as much as 60% of the funds a facilitator used, came from other sources [other
than FTPP]”.

These two contradictory viewpoints seem to indicate a distinct break in continuity in terms of
ideology and leadership style, between the earlier and final phases of FTPP. This issue is
discussed in detail below, in section 7.2.

• Staff turnover: At least two people felt that Associate Programme Officers (APOs), who were in
charge of various network ‘topic’ areas in Rome, were too young and inexperienced for the
responsibilities given to them. Secondly, there was a high turnover of APOs, creating problems of
continuity. For example, it was noted that five or six APOs had dealt with the Gender topic over
the last 10 years, which was too high a turnover. On the other hand, one interviewee felt that staff
turn-over had not been much of a problem, and that when APOs left they benefited the network by
carrying the FTPP experience elsewhere.

• Weak institutional memory: A second problem regarding high staff turnover was a weak
institutional memory. A 1997 internal evaluation states, “there was a lack of institutional memory
due to the turnover in staff since the current phase began.”11 Another comment regarding weak
institutional memory was that annual meetings had not been well documented. The interviewee
felt that this was not a problem in the earlier years of the network when there were many verbal
commitments based on personal relationships. However, in the long term, the lack of sufficient
process documentation was a limitation to monitoring the progress and activities of the network.

4. NETWORK ACTIVITIES

4.1 Overview of Activities

The FTPP website describes the programme functioning as follows:
“FTPP supports a participatory approach that includes all stakeholders, from policy makers to
local communities, and works to create an enabling environment where they can negotiate as
equal partners and where equitable solutions can be developed. FTPP partner institutions include
governmental and non-governmental organisations, community-based organisations, universities
and training centres. National and regional facilitators of the programme, based in key
institutions, support a bottom-up approach in policy and project formulation… New approaches,
methods and topics are developed based on common interests.”

Three main areas of FTPP activity can be identified:
1) methods and tool development in collaboration with regional focal points, including field testing;
2) publication of research findings, methods and tools, through books, videos, slide sets and training

materials, produced regionally as well as by the global headquarters;
3) production of newsletters in English, French and Spanish.

                                                
10 Anon. 2000. “CFU Internal Evaluation for Post 2001”. Unpublished paper. 22 May. CFU, FAO. Rome.
11 Anon. 1997. “Forests Trees and People Programme (FTPP): Global Component Internal Evaluation
March 1997. Unpublished report. CFU, FAO. Rome.
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The main tools of networking, sharing ideas and developing contacts and relationships within the network,
were:

1) annual meetings of the Global Component
2) regional meetings
3) visits to regions by staff from the global headquarters in Rome
4) publications, newsletters and websites.

These tools of networking and communication will be discussed further in the section on “Communication
Strategy”. This section on “Network Activities” gives an overview of the activities undertaken by the
global headquarters and the different regions.

Methods and Tools Development: The bulk of the work in Rome focussed on the development of tools,
methods and training materials in specific topic areas agreed upon with regions. Topic back-stoppers in
Rome were responsible for liasing with regions for developing materials and research on specific topics,
and helping to integrate it into their ongoing work.  The findings and materials were then published by the
publications and communication unit in Rome. (Regional findings and materials were published
independently by regions). Several interviewees mentioned that FTPP has often been referred to as a ‘tool
factory’ because it has produced so many methods, tools, processes and concepts, such as institutional
frameworks for CF, and packages on gender, conflict management and market analysis and development
for community-based enterprise. Much of the work deals with concepts, studies to examine the latest
developments in CF, etc. By the final phase of FTPP, the topic areas for the Rome headquarters had been
narrowed down to: participatory processes (including gender analysis); conflict management; farmers’
research and extension; market analysis and development; and decentralisation.

Collaboration on methods and tools development: Sometimes there was collaboration with regional and
national focal points for methods and tools development. It emerged that overall, sufficient collaboration
with regions did not take place, with regard to the identification of topics to be developed (as already
described in Section 3.3), as well as the process of developing the topics and tools. Collaboration with
regions took place over a spectrum from no collaboration at all, to complete and full collaboration in terms
of decision-making and shared ownership of output. When no collaboration happened, the global
headquarters and the regions worked independently in developing methods, publications and other outputs.
A medium-level of collaboration entailed, for example, the global headquarters sending money to support a
workshop, or helping to review documents, perhaps with topic back-stoppers travelling to the region for
discussions or to attend a workshop. This kind of collaboration happened relatively frequently. At the other
end of the spectrum was full collaboration, where, for example, the global headquarters developed a
conflict management training package with RECOFTC, the regional focal point for Asia. In this case all
field testing, practice training, financial support, etc. was done collaboratively. There were a few other
examples of such collaboration, at least three with RECOFTC. Comments on collaboration are discussed
below in the section on “Communication”, (Section 5.2.d), since many of the issues overlap with issues of
communication between different network components.

4.2 Activities in Regional Components
This section gives an overview of some of the recent activities in the regional components of FTPP.12

Latin America: This component included Central America as well as three countries in South America
(Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru) with about 1,800 members. The FTPP focal points worked with GOs, NGOs,
universities, training centres and rural people’s organisations. Methodological development: Programme
activities focussed on methodological development, mainly on participatory approaches to forest
management. Almost 80 different institutions were involved in the process of developing the main regional
topics, which were: participatory planning, gender, community management of trees and forests, forestry
and food security, conflict management, rights and management of forests, and farmers’ research and
extension. Training activities: Courses, seminars and workshops on these topics were held at national and
                                                
12 Details of regional activities have been taken from the FTPP website:
www.fao.org/forestry/FON/FONP/cfu/cfu-e.stm
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regional level. Networking and Information Exchange: The focal points facilitated exchange among
institutions and individuals by producing a Spanish FTPP Newsletter (details in Section 5.1.a), translating
and adapting FTPP publications, and developing and disseminating regional FTPP publications and
materials.

West Africa: This component included institutions in Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Mali, Niger and
Senegal. Methodological development: This activity included mainly a regional adaptation of the Gender
Analysis and Forestry Training Package produced by the global headquarters.
Networking and Information Exchange: This was facilitated by producing a French FTPP Newsletter
(details in Section 5.1.a), a bulletin on FTPP activities in West Africa, study and workshop reports,
methodological documents, case studies, training modules, handbooks, manuals, videos, posters, and radio
and TV programmes.

Eastern and Southern Africa: This component operated in five countries – Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique,
Tanzania and Uganda. Methodological development and Information Exchange: An example is a series of
case studies carried out with multi-disciplinary teams including members of the local community. A large
regional workshop was held, which included field trips, discussion of policy frameworks and preparation of
national and regional action plans. Information was exchanged by publishing such case studies and
workshop reports, as well as methodological documents, videos and radio programmes. The English
language FTPP newsletter was distributed regionally.

Asia: This component involved over 20 institutions in 11 countries – Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India,
Indonesia, Laos, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Training and information sharing
has been an important focus area for the region. Methodological development: Field materials on Market
Analysis and Development were developed in collaboration with partners in Nepal, Vietnam and China.
Adaptation of Farmer Field Schools was field tested in Nepal. Methods were also developed in the areas of
participatory processes including criteria and indicators for CF management, land use planning and
network development. Information Exchange: Information was exchanged during seminars and workshops,
for e.g., an “International Seminar on Decentralisation and Devolution of Forest Management in Asia and
the Pacific” was held in the Philippines in 1998. The FTPP newsletter was distributed regionally from
Nepal. Additional information was disseminated through the RECOFTC newsletter.  Training activities:
FTPP Asia supported curriculum development, training of trainers, and development of training materials.

5. COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

It is important to distinguish between two levels of communication in FTPP, corresponding to the two
levels of networking described earlier. One level of communication was that which involved the wider
FTPP network of about 12,000 recipients of FTPP publications and newsletters. Members were mainly
passive, with publications and newsletters being sent to them from global headquarters or regional focal
points. Another level of communication was within the Global Component network, i.e. the smaller
network of active members, comprising of the global headquarter staff, regional/national focal points and
the communications unit, all of whom (apart from sharing information through FTPP publications) mainly
communicated during annual global facilitators meetings and regional meetings. In addition, contact was
kept up by holding side-meetings at other conferences, communication over email (e.g. during development
of joint research or activities), and global headquarter staff visiting regional focal points from time to time.
These two levels of communication, and the tools of communication, are discussed below.

5.1 Publications
There were 3 components to FTPP publications: global publications (produced in Rome), regional
publications (produced in the regions) and the FTPP newsletters (produced in three languages, in three
locations). The FTPP publications and communication unit (PCU) in Rome produced books, videos, slide
sets and training materials. Output of a similar nature was also produced regionally. The FTPP newsletter
operated as a separate component administered from Sweden for the English language version, and
regionally for 2 other language versions. The publications and newsletter components are thus dealt with
separately here. The publications and newsletter components have been among the most successful
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activities of FTPP. All newsletters, publications and other aids were distributed free of cost. Some
publications and the recent newsletters are also available on the Internet.

5.1.a The FTPP Newsletter

Only the English newsletter editor was interviewed, and so perceptions regarding the Spanish and French
newsletter are limited, especially since the English language editor is not familiar with these languages. The
newsletter was

“a quarterly publication distributed free of charge to field projects, institutions, organisations and
individuals interested in and/or working with community forestry activities.”13

It was initially produced in English, and later in Spanish and French.

Evolution of the newsletter: Initially the English newsletter was a small undertaking, with only photocopied
issues being produced. The first newsletters were based on the 8 topics of FTPP identified in Phase 1. As
people began to write to the editor for publications and information, the editor requested information on
their work and asked for articles on their activities. There was a good response in terms of contributions,
and the English language editor noted that over the years she has always received more articles than were
needed. Around 1992 there was a decision to decentralise activities in FTPP (as described above), and it
was decided to introduce newsletters in Spanish and French. The Spanish and French versions were
initially translations of the English language newsletter, but it was realised that this did not reflect the
concerns of the French and Spanish-speaking regions that the newsletters catered to. Two new regional
editors were appointed, and the Spanish and French newsletters began to be produced independently with
original articles from the region, with occasional translations from the English newsletter. FTPP also
supported a Swahili newsletter by Forest Action Network (Kenya), and a newsletter in Tanzania which
occasionally used articles from the FTPP newsletter.

In Phase 3 an editorial board comprising of the three editors and a representative from each region
including Rome, was constituted to make collective decisions about the direction of the newsletter. There
were no significant changes to the newsletter as a result of the editorial board, and the three newsletters
continued to work independently of each other, as before. The board did not seem to have much of an
impact on the newsletters, and one of the reasons cited was that board members were too busy to fully
engage in the process. One comment was that the board “may have helped by clarifying the thinking behind
the newsletters”. The editorial board meetings also proved to be a valuable forum for discussing broader
network issues.

Despite the move towards decentralising the newsletter component by introducing two new languages and
an editorial board, the problem of the primacy of English remained – the people on the editorial board were
mainly English speakers, which made it difficult to discuss the Spanish and French newsletters. Secondly,
the problem was perhaps also reflected in the fact that while articles in English were sometimes translated
for the Spanish and French newsletters, the reverse happened very rarely. In terms of trying to create an
inclusive network, there was clearly a crucial acknowledgement for the need to have separate language
newsletters with articles relevant to, and originating from, the region, rather than simply articles translated
from the English. There was also a move towards more direct regional participation by creating an editorial
board for the newsletter. These are important lessons to be drawn from the experience of the newsletter
component. At the same time there are lessons to be drawn from the fact that the primacy of English
remained a problem in some respects, as described above. On a practical level it may be a reality that
English is the foremost international language. However, acknowledging the persistence of problems such
as those described above, is an important step towards creating international networks which are more
inclusive, accessible and relevant to diverse regions and voices.

Role of the newsletter: There were varying opinions on what the role of the newsletter should be. One view
was that the newsletter should have been used more explicitly as a tool of the programme in terms of
reporting on and analysing what the network itself was doing. However, it was never used for this, except
for listing information about new FTPP publications or workshops. The contrary view was that the
                                                
13 FTPP website: www.fao.org/forestry/FON/FONP/cfu/cfu-e.stm
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newsletter should not be a tool for reporting on the network itself, but should be a forum for diverse voices
and field realities. The English language editor noted, “The newsletter was successful because we talked
about what people are doing, not what they should do.” There was a push for thematic issues to be
produced, which sometimes evolved naturally, but overall was resisted by the editor because

“it was difficult to combine a thematic issue with responding to what is coming in from the field.
The most interesting articles did not fit in with the theme. Thematic issues make it more difficult to
respect ideas coming from the field.”

Secondly, the newsletters also served as a tool of networking by listing the author’s name and contact
details at the end of the article so that readers could directly contact the writer. A members’ register was
published as one newsletter issue, to be used as a directory and a tool for networking. Later, when there
was a move towards decentralising the network, regional focal points could do their own regional
directories if they wanted. For example, Forest Action Network (FAN) published a register for Anglophone
Africa several years ago; while Latin America tried many different kinds of databases for facilitating
information exchange, often more elaborate than just a mailing list. However keeping it up-to-date was
apparently always a problem.

Editorial policy of the newsletter: The editorial policy was to publish articles on forest management that
focussed on the capacities and perspectives of local communities, and which discussed how various
stakeholders could learn from local initiatives:

“These reflections should be based on practical experiences that help to improve the
understanding of what worked or didn’t work and why, and in this way facilitate mutual learning
processes that can contribute to sustainability and equity.”14

The target audience of the newsletter included local leaders, field level staff, trainers, researchers, decision-
makers and policy makers from a range of institutional set-ups such as NGOs, GOs, donor agencies,
projects and grassroots organisations. The readers were spread across many countries, and many would be
reading the newsletters in their second or third language. Hence the attempt was to keep the articles short,
non-academic and as easy to read as possible.

The editors of the three newsletters worked independently from each other, and pursued their own styles of
working. The policy of the English newsletter editor was to have as much interaction as possible, with
contributors of articles. Thus, the process of contributing to the newsletter built up linkages with the editor,
and was also meant to be a form of capacity building with the editor questioning and discussing the article
with the writer, often requesting the writer to gather more information and perspectives from the field:

“I spent a lot of time discussing with and challenging authors. Sometimes it would take a year of
discussion. Sometimes an article wasn’t published because we didn’t finish the discussion. The
process was as important as the quality.”

5.1.b The Publications and Communications Unit (PCU)

Types of publications and target audience:
The publications of the global headquarters can be grouped under 6 broad subject areas: Community
forestry; participatory process; gender; poverty alleviation, food security and income generation; conflict
management; and natural resource management. Technical materials, such as field manuals, guidelines and
training packages were directed mainly at planners and field staff. These materials were

“designed for the application of new methods and tools in project planning and implementation,
and monitoring and evaluation activities.”15

Policy makers, academics and project managers were the target audience of the Community Forestry Note
Series, which was a series of concept notes exploring different issues in CF. A series of Community
Forestry Case Studies described specific projects and initiatives, and identified the “factors that contribute
to success and that might have broader application”16.  Earthbird Cartoon Magazines aimed to raise
                                                
14 Ibid.
15 Anon. 2000. Community Forestry Publications. (Catalogue) FTPP, FAO. Rome.
16 Ibid.
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awareness on sustainable resource management among children. They were designed to be used in schools,
and included teachers’ notes with activity suggestions.

Production and Dissemination:
Over 70 publications, videos, slide presentations, educational aids and promotional materials were
produced by the PCU in Rome. In addition to this many more regional publications and other tools of
communication were produced independently in the FTPP regions. The PCU did not distribute or keep
track of all the regional publications, and was mainly concerned with producing and distributing materials
developed by the global headquarters. Occasionally it would distribute some selected regional publications,
though this was not a priority. Regional publications were developed in the concerned region, since it was
felt that regional members were best suited to decide on the issues to be addressed, the quality of the
presentation and the intended readership.

Evolution of the PCU:
Over the years, the PCU developed from an “ad hoc” unit to one with defined roles and guidelines. From
1993 to 1996 it was a fairly self-contained publishing unit, after which it became more integrated with the
rest of the programme and FTPP regional partners. The relationship with regional partners developed
further when, towards the end of Phase 2, a decentralised distribution system was developed. There was an
element of capacity building in this as well. Potential regional distribution offices had to submit a proposal
to become a distribution centre, and received funds to sustain the centre. This created a good opportunity
for institutional capacity building and for building up a regional database of members. The database was
built around information on the readership, readers’ interests and expertise, etc. The aim was to proactively
send out publications and materials according to pre-specified interests, rather than wait for people to
request material. After 1996 the PCU also became involved in developing a new communication strategy,
and linked with the new editorial board of the newsletter, thus strengthening links between SLU and the
global headquarters.

Policy on translations and adaptations:
Several FTPP publications were adapted to different local conditions. As far as translations are concerned,
the FAO mandate was to translate publications into the official FAO languages, namely French and
Spanish. About three years ago, Chinese and Arabic were added to the official languages. However,
budgetary constraints meant that longer technical material was mainly available in English, French and
Spanish. There were a few occasions when FTPP did regional translations into languages like Indonesian
and Vietnamese. The biggest initiative undertaken by the PCU in terms of translations was the Earthbird
Cartoon Magazines. 5 issues were produced between 1990 and 2000 in English, French and Spanish, with a
strong push for local language translations by producing the pictures with empty speech bubbles, and
asking local groups to pay for the translation. Occasional support was given for print runs. All the issues
were produced in at least 4 languages, with the first issue produced in 12 languages. However, there are no
figures for (translated) magazine numbers distributed, because the initiative was handed over to local
groups.

Some of the issues raised by interviewees regarding translations, were as follows:

(a) Though there were resources for translations, it did not happen enough.
(b) Many translations happened in an ad hoc way, and not necessarily due to a strategy. Producing the

cartoons in local languages was an ad hoc initiative, in the sense that it was not a result of a
planned strategy for translations. One comment was that an opportunity had been lost for the
global headquarters of FTPP to be a clearing house for information within the network, because
there was no clear mechanism for publications and materials to be translated and adapted for other
regions:

“There should have been a mechanism in Rome where we could get a report from a
region, translate it and send it to another region, as and when relevant. I don’t think it
really happened in a systematic way. It was ad hoc. If FTPP Asia sends us a package on
fire management, we should be able to translate and adapt it, and send it elsewhere. It
would have been the perfect opportunity. This is a gap for any CF network.”
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(c) The lack of a strategy on translations indicated an insufficient acknowledgement of the importance
of cultural and linguistic diversity in the network. A member of the PCU noted,

“It was never a mandate to produce for local languages, because of issues like what was
appropriate to translate, how many languages to do, etc. A big lesson was ineffective
management of cultural and linguistic diversity. The programme never took into account
this diversity. Even in meetings, everyone had to speak in English. Also the issue of the
culture behind the language was never addressed. The programme never even
acknowledged the impact of cultural and linguistic diversity.”

On a similar note, another interviewee felt strongly that there should have been a greater push for
local information management, rather than the global headquarters being a central clearing-house
for translations and adaptations. Overall, at least 3 people felt that FTPP had failed to develop a
policy or understanding of the primacy of English in the network, and that this was likely to
promote Western values, and undermine the different perspectives and values that emerge through
different languages:

“If something is for Nepal, it should be developed in Nepali and then translated into
English. But here it was done the other way round. This emphasises Western values.”

(d) One of the recommendations of a major readership survey done in 1998 was that a fuller use of the
FTPP materials would be helped (among other things) by translations and incorporation of local
background material.17

5.2 Communication between network components

5.2.a Communication within the Global Component network

For the Global Component network, the primary face-to-face communication with each other happened
about twice a year during annual global facilitators meetings and regional meetings. In addition, contact
was kept up by holding side-meetings at other conferences, communication over email, and global
headquarter staff visiting regional focal points from time to time. The annual global facilitators meeting
included all of the national and regional focal point facilitators, the newsletter component and the global
headquarters. Donors were also present. This was the largest network event that brought Global Component
network members together every year. The meetings lasted two weeks, included a field trip and were held
in a different location every year. It allowed for a lot of interaction between members, and sharing of
lessons and experiences. It was held at a high cost (approximately US$100,000), and in 2001 was held over
five days only (with no field trip) due to a lack of funds. This was the main forum for the network to meet
face-to-face, and it seems to have been an effective method of sharing lessons and building up personal
relationships with other network members. One person noted,

“They were incredibly strong and deep meetings. Sessions were long, but so rich that they would
last up to midnight without any problem”.

At the meeting, past activities of each component were presented, and future plans were discussed. An
interviewee noted that annual meetings were the only occasion for detailed sharing of information:

“[For most of the year] the level of information sharing was limited to results of last year, and
plans for next year. More detailed information was shared only at annual meetings.”

The steering committee meeting was usually held directly after the annual global facilitators meeting. It was
a platform for getting approval from donors, and where the outcomes of the annual meeting were presented
to the donors. This meeting included facilitators of regional focal points, but not of national focal points.

5.2.b Mechanisms of communication

It was felt by at least 4 people that the annual and regional meetings, side meetings and email/telephone
communication during the year were sufficient for sharing information and identifying joint action, because
there was no need for more:

                                                
17 Grandin, BE. 1999. Results of the Forests, Trees and People Programme International Readership
Survey. FAO. Rome.
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“Networking should be need-based. No-one has time to network for its own sake. There is too
much information, and it is too time-consuming”.

On a similar note, one person noted that if people wanted to communicate with each other in between
annual meetings, they would have done so. If they didn’t, then there was no need for it.  There was a
comment that FTPP had built up “an incredible sense of community”. Clearly this would not be possible if
communication was not strong. On the other hand it was also felt that the mechanisms of communication
were not enough for building up personal relationships and strong communication. One person felt that the
annual meetings were mainly an administrative exercise. Another person felt that,

“Annual meetings were very important and useful, but between meetings our only form of
communication was email, occasionally telephone, and whenever we happened to see each other
at workshops and meetings. It is important to work with people – you can’t work with someone
through a computer. You can continue a relationship over email, but if you want to establish or
cultivate a relationship, or deal with problems, electronic forms are not able to do that. But the
annual meetings cost over US$100,000. We couldn’t have more of those.”

Given the size of FTPP, it is not clear how this issue could be addressed. It may be that in the earlier phases
of FTPP, there was a greater feeling of personal relationships and community, and when many of the
negative feelings that seemed to have emerged towards the end of FTPP, had not yet arisen.

5.2.c A new communication strategy

During the interviews it became apparent that one of the main problem areas of FTPP was the lack of a
clear communication strategy for the network (though there were many mechanisms and tools for
communication). As one interviewee put it,

“Even though the network had grown and evolved over many years, there was never a
communication or information strategy ever developed for each region, and the entire network as
a whole. There was a very popular newsletter in English, French and Spanish, but that was only
an output or mechanism – whereas we could have had other such mechanisms such as radio
programmes, websites, etc – which are relatively easy to create. Who are we targeting, why and
how? What is the relationship between Rome and the other components? How should we
communicate best? When should we communicate? All these questions which are simple to ask,
are quite complicated to answer. This was never formally strategised.”

Another interviewee said,
“The communication was very strong in terms of visibility and products. It was weak in terms of
formal mechanisms of networking. Communication was never seen as a key aspect of FTPP. It
was a way to get the outputs out. There was no communications strategy in the beginning, in the
programme documents.”

Only one interviewee felt that it was not desirable to have a communication strategy, but to let it grow
organically.

One of the problems with not having a formal communications strategy, was that it was never clear to what
extent there should be collaboration with regional partners, and how much say regional partners should
have in the identification and development of topics and publications. An interviewee noted that by 1997,

“it was a major issue for partners, as to who decides what to publish, how a topic is identified and
developed. They were asking, where is the two-way flow? This issue was never resolved. This was
one of the biggest lessons – if there had been a communication strategy from the beginning, it
could have included a process for multi-directional flows. This could have evolved with the
programme. It would have provided clear criteria and guidelines for knowledge management and
exchange. But it was very ad hoc.”

When these problems and the need for streamlining communications started becoming apparent in 1997, a
process was begun to develop a new communications strategy.

The communications strategy developed in 1997 aimed to:
“strengthen communication linkages within the programme; improve publishing activities
regionally and globally; improve distribution of information materials produced by the
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programme; and, provide training to improve the skills of people working in communication and
publishing in the programme.”18

The new communications strategy had some positive impacts for the regions as well as the global
headquarters, such as creating the newsletter editorial board and developing a decentralised distribution
system for publications. The process itself was valuable in terms of building linkages between FTPP
components, capacity building, providing stimulation for post-FTPP strategy inputs, and underlining the
importance of having a formal communications strategy. However, in terms of implementation, it seems
that by and large, it came too late:

“It was developed too late for regional needs. We never managed to address a simple question
like – if a methodology is developed in Latin America, who should decide whether it should be
published globally.”

Another interviewee noted that it was difficult to introduce a new strategy mid-way through the
programme, by which time “many things had become entrenched and established”. Secondly, by the time
the communications strategy had been developed and an attempt made to introduce it, FTPP had already
begun discussing the ending of FTPP, and the post-FTPP strategy.

One of the key points that seems to emerge from this experience, is the slow process of drawing up a new
strategy, and then being able to implement it. Between 1997, when the new communication strategy began
to be developed, and 2001, at the end of which FTPP ended, there was a period of 4 years. However, this
proved to be too short a time for the new strategy to be implemented as intended, because by the time the
strategy was developed, and by the time lessons emerged from the readership survey (which was a key
input into the new strategy), the network was already planning its closure. The closure itself required
another long planning process – planning for the post-FTPP strategy began almost two years in advance.
These kinds of time frames required for planning are indicative of a network structure which was perhaps
too big and bureaucratic (perhaps too diverse in terms of being able to agree?) to be flexible enough and
responsive enough, not only to changing needs, but also to lessons learned by the network itself, lessons
which emerged as a result of putting into motion processes of evaluation and strategy development. As seen
in the next section on “Monitoring and Evaluation” (Section 6), a similar problem was faced in trying to
implement a new monitoring and evaluation strategy in Phase 3.

5.2.d Problems of collaboration

Issues of communication and collaboration are closely intertwined. Many of the comments on
communication and the lack of a communication strategy, reflected on problems of collaboration between
different components of the network. Some of the points mentioned were:

(a) Inefficient use of network resources: Poor communication between regions and the global
headquarters, regarding activities and publications, led to an inefficient use of network resources.
Sometimes a regional publication would arrive in Rome, with the global headquarters knowing
nothing or very little about the process of its development. This may have been inefficient because
it did not necessarily draw on the network’s resources:

“Maybe the region was reinventing the wheel, maybe the information already existed,
maybe other nodal points could have helped with it.”

On the other hand, it was mentioned by at least 3 people, that the global headquarters also did not
make enough use of the expertise and experience within the network, in terms of developing its
tools and publications. Development of publications was usually given to consultants, who may or
may not have used the experiences learned by the network on that particular subject:

“The emphasis in Rome was not to gain lessons from countries, but to have consultants
do the job. Maybe the consultants got some materials from the region, but it was a weak
point and a shame, because we could have learned so much more.”

An interviewee noted that sometimes Rome would circulate a draft publication to the regions for
comments, but often comments from local institutions would come in too late to be taken into

                                                
18 Anon. 2000. FTPP Communication Strategy Development Status Report. (FTPP Annual Global
Facilitators Meeting and Steering Committee Meeting, Tanzania, November 2000). Unpublished report.
FTPP. Rome.
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account. “But,” he said, “if we really wanted their comments, they should have been involved
from the beginning!”

(b) Resentment due to poor communication: While the global headquarters often felt that it was
problematic that regions did not always inform and consult them about regional activities, on the
other hand, it was also acknowledged that the global headquarters often did not inform the regions
about its own activities, and often did not consult the regions as to decisions regarding activities:

“We generally worked on topics the way we wanted, when we wanted, and which topics
we wanted to work on. We were also very guilty. We did many things just because we
were interested in them. We collaborated only on some topics. At times, this created ill
feeling within regions, because they thought we would just march forward on a path if we
were interested in it. And then when they mailed us a document or publication that we
had never seen before, we would get upset.”

Clearly, poor communication caused resentment, with all sides feeling that they had not been
consulted enough. Another interviewee felt that Rome was responsive to regional needs only with
regard to certain tools and methods, but not as an overall programme.

(c) Professional exchange: One person felt that the lack of good communication and consultation
between the regions and the global headquarters was a wasted opportunity in terms of professional
exchange, where an exchange of comments and suggestions would have been beneficial to the
global headquarters as well as the regions:

“The [regional] partners benefited from Rome in terms of money, but not in terms of
input, because they never asked for it, and it was not institutionalised. If it has happened,
it has been ad hoc. ”

The same interviewee felt that the lack of such exchange made it seem as if the regions valued the
global headquarters simply as a bank for obtaining funds, rather than a professional partner. (As
noted previously in Section 3.6 there were strong views that this was not the case in earlier phases
of FTPP). On the other hand, two other people felt that the topic “back-stoppers” in Rome, i.e. the
staff members who were responsible for providing technical and administrative help for a
particular topic, were too inexperienced to be of much use to the regions, which is why the regions
may not have consulted them:

“The back-stoppers were so inexperienced compared to the regional facilitators, that it
was an insult to the facilitators to say the back-stoppers were the ‘experts’ in Rome.”

(This view was strongly contradicted by one person who felt that the relationship between back-
stoppers and regions was a healthy one).

(d) Limitations of collaboration: An impediment to collaboration was simply that it was very time
consuming, given the logistics of the effort. For example, the conflict management package
developed in collaboration with RECOFTC took 5 years. This kind of time scale may deter people
from collaborations. Even the English language editor noted that she had collaborated on only one
article with the French newsletter, because it was too time-consuming. Secondly, sometimes
collaborations did not happen simply because the individuals concerned did not get along.

(e) Inter-regional and Intra-regional collaboration: Overall it seems that collaborations happened
within a region (intra-regional), or between a region and Rome, rather than between two regions
(inter-regional). Inter-regional collaboration was not necessarily actively encouraged. One person
noted,

“though there were annual meetings where everyone came together to discuss things, I
did not see a lot of examples of collaboration between e.g. West Africa and Latin
America; or between Asia and Latin America. They knew each other, and they would
email each other. But there was not much in terms of joint initiatives and collaboration.
But that would have been difficult logistically, linguistically and culturally – what is
relevant to Bolivia may have been irrelevant to Vietnam.”

On the other hand, another interviewee felt that there had been some satisfactory inter-regional
collaboration, and gave examples of collaborations between Africa and Latin America, and East
Africa and India, during the earlier years of FTPP. It is not clear to what extent limitations in inter-
regional collaboration were due to a gap in strategic and communication mechanisms, or to what
extent it was because different regions may not have found it relevant to collaborate with each
other. This point would be worth examining further, because it would also provide information on
how relevant it is for regions to be part of a huge global network, as opposed to a regional
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network. This has implications in terms of allocating resources to global networks like FTPP, in
the future.

(f) Working arrangements conducive to collaboration: As noted earlier, some of the regional working
arrangements seemed to be more conducive to intra-regional communication, than others. For
example, in Francophone Africa each national focal point was responsible for working on one
topic across the region, thereby necessitating networking and intra-regional exchange. On the
other hand, the arrangement in East Africa was for each national focal point to work on a set of
agreed topics, which did not necessarily encourage networking with other countries.

5.2.e Communication with grassroots communities

The mechanism for communication with grassroots communities was through national and regional focal
points or partner organisations. The global headquarters of FTPP never aimed to have direct
communication with local communities. Thus, information from FTPP would reach local communities
through local institutions, while feedback from local communities would reach the global headquarters
through the national and regional focal points. It was not clear to what extent the feedback mechanism
worked, i.e. to what extent local community voices were heard and to what extent their perspectives fed
back into FTPP and affected the direction, vision and activities of FTPP. Since there was no formal
monitoring and evaluation strategy in place, it was difficult for anyone to answer this question with any
certainty, and most answers remained either ambiguous or fairly negative.

One person felt that FTPP had not managed to accommodate community voices sufficiently, and had not
managed to shape its own direction accordingly:

“Networks often don’t think about who identifies the issues. The direction of the network depends
on whose voice is being heard.”

Another interviewee noted that there was no mechanism for the global headquarters to know whether FTPP
information was trickling down to grassroots level, or was of use to people at that level. This was, to a large
extent, a problem of monitoring as well as communication, since there was no mechanism for the global
headquarters to know whether FTPP information was indeed benefiting forest users through regional or
national focal points. This aspect is discussed further in the next section on “Monitoring and Evaluation”.
The same interviewee felt that one of the lessons learned from FTPP, was that

“there is a big gap between the agenda of local users and supporting agencies like FTPP, FAO or
local NGOs. Unless we have direct representation of forest users, we might get trapped. But this is
not easy, they are not professionals, they are too busy surviving. I think this is why RECOFTC is
facilitating the Federation of Community Forestry Users (FECOFUN) and other forest user
federations – because they understand the limitations of representation.”

6. MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E)

There was an internal evaluation procedure carried out at the end of each phase by the global headquarters
as well as all the regions, and a major readership survey was undertaken by the PCU in 1998. A small
readership survey was undertaken for the English language newsletter in 1993. In addition, the annual
global facilitators meeting was the main mechanism for getting feedback and reports from members on
their activities.

What were the impacts of FTPP? As already noted, it is not possible to answer this question with regard to
the regions, because it was beyond the parameters of this study to gather perceptions from the various
FTPP regions and regional coordinators. To simply list the impacts of FTPP as they appear in regional
evaluations would miss the point of this study. Thus the perception of FTPP’s impact is limited, in this
study, to the individuals at the global headquarters in Rome and at the SLU in Sweden. Secondly,
reflections on the mechanisms of monitoring and evaluation shed some light on lessons learned, and offers
some interesting perspectives on monitoring of future networking efforts.

6.1 Impacts of FTPP
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One of the key aims of FTPP was strengthening the capacity of institutions and organisations that would
work to promote CF. Its direct impacts have therefore mainly been at the level of national and regional
institutions, rather than at the level of policy or grassroots communities. Most impacts at the policy level
are likely to have been indirect, as a result of impacting on institutions that would have worked to influence
policy. A recent internal report recommends an evolution of this role, stating that in the future, a greater
effort should be made to promote a policy environment conducive to CF:

“The current phase of FTPP has revealed that for change to occur, there must be capacity and
commitment by governments, reflected in policy, implementation and support. The CFU has in the
past focussed more on the capacity and needs of field practitioners than government staff. As
outlined in the CFU’s post-2001 strategy concept paper, the focus in future will be on supporting
the development and implementation of an enabling policy and institutional environment, as well
as assisting in building the capacity of those involved in forest management.”19

As far as grassroots level impacts are concerned, in the 1998 readership survey, publications were given
high ratings for ‘usefulness’ by grassroots organisations, field-based project managers, and field/extension
workers, which indicates that the benefit of the publications, tools and methods may have percolated to
grassroots level. Direct links with grassroots federations like FECOFUN and CICAFOC are likely to have
had an impact at grassroots level, and the development and field testing of methodologies are also likely to
have had a more direct impact at grassroots level (e.g. in Costa Rica a facilitator who was asked to do an
evaluation of a forestry project, asked the local community to develop an evaluation methodology for this.
The methodology was later replicated in other parts of Latin America.) However, overall impacts at the
grassroots level remain largely unclear, because there was no formal M&E strategy in place to monitor
impacts at this level (or to monitor impacts at policy level).

The following points were mentioned by interviewees, regarding the impacts and achievements of FTPP. It
was also pointed out, however, that it is difficult to say whether a particular impact was due to FTPP or not,
since there are too many actors on the scene to be sure. It is difficult in general to measure the impacts of a
network, due to the intangible nature of many of its outputs and effects:

Perceptions of Positive Impacts of FTPP:
• Criticisms of FTPP need to be put into the context of its achievements. FTPP is one of the most

famous CF programmes in the world, which is a big advantage in terms of pushing the CF agenda.
• FTPP was an initiator and driving force of CF in the 1980s and 1990s, when it was at the cutting

edge of developing new methods and approaches to CF. It made an important contribution in
changing the way people perceived forests, which in itself opened up so many possibilities.

• FTPP was a dynamic network because of “the euphoria of coming together of like-minded people.
It was very important to find people around the world with common concerns, and who found it
meaningful to share”. FTPP grew organically, and built up “a terrific sense of community.” There
was “great energy in the network – because we believed in what we were doing.” The dynamism
and energy encouraged creativity and a willingness to take risks and try new things, which was
very beneficial in terms of FTPP’s output. (e.g. FTPP hosted one of the first email conferences
around 1995. The conference continued for almost a year, with people presenting papers and
discussing issues. There were separate ‘virtual’ rooms for discussion in French and Spanish. The
material that emerged led to a meeting at the World Forestry Congress in Turkey, and resulted in a
publication.)

• There was a great exchange of knowledge on key topics. Collaborations and exchanges between
the regions and global headquarters were very dynamic and valuable.

• FTPP promoted many tools and concepts that originated in the South, which turned around the
typical aid paradigm of the North ‘offering solutions’ to the South. Its decision to stop the project
approach in 1989 and work through institutions as a network was a new perspective. It was

                                                
19 Anon. 2000. Community Forestry Unit: Communication Strategy Overview. Unpublished report. CFU
FAO Forestry Department. Rome.
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“acknowledging that expertise is not with white males. It had a respect for a diversity of
experiences – not theory. It moved out of the academic mode”.

• There are examples of FTPP impacts multiplying long after FTPP’s involvement ended. For
instance, an interviewee noted,

“At the International Forestry Resources and Institutions (IFRI) research program at
Indiana University, there are currently six trainees from Africa, Asia and Latin America
learning a method for collecting and analysing integrated socio-economic and
biophysical data for studying forests. This method has been used to help local people
document their forests, obtain land rights, and evaluate changes in forest quality and
local livelihoods.  This is a programme that FTPP started.  There are now 14 centres in
12 countries with trained people. There has been no funding from FTPP since 1998 but
the program is still expanding. There is no longer an FTPP flag but the impacts keep
growing.”

• Many of the partner organisations are stronger because of FTPP. (e.g. RECOFTC and CICAFOC).
• FTPP has been very useful in influencing policy. It played an important role in putting CF onto the

agenda of donors and governments. E.g. the East African focal point invited officials to travel to
India to learn about Joint Forest Management (JFM), and this marked the beginning of CF in East
Africa.

• FTPP has often created momentum for specific issues by facilitating the spread of information.
For example, in 1996-97 there was a flurry of networking with regard to the Bara forest in Nepal,
with some valuable outcomes, including pulling in people from outside the FTPP network. A
Finnish forestry company (Enso), hired by FINNIDA and the Nepalese Ministry of Finance, drew
up a forest management plan for the Bara forest. Its aim was to privatise the forest with the
objective of improving its management and increasing timber production. The local communities
had little idea of what was being planned. The FTPP facilitator in Nepal emailed the FTPP
newsletter focal point in SLU, Sweden, outlining his concerns and asking for help to contact
people who might be interested in investigating the issue. In a short while there were many emails
going back and forth between Finland, Sweden, Nepal and India, including NGOs in Finland and
Sweden, and donors like Ford Foundation in New Delhi, India. A website was set up for people to
gain access to the debate. All this activity resulted in a series of meetings in Scandinavia including
NGOs, Enso representatives, Finnish government officials, FTPP and a representative from
FECOFUN in Nepal. FINNIDA eventually decided to drop the project.20

• One way of measuring the success of FTPP is that it went on for 15 years. There are not many
programmes that last so long.

• FTPP publications were highly respected. Often people had only FTPP publications, indicating the
value and relevance of the publications. As already noted, the publications (including newsletter)
component was viewed as one of the successes of FTPP and it was felt that the publications had
been appreciated and used across a range of sectors and educational backgrounds. This was
confirmed by a major Readership Survey in 1998. However, it is important to note that though the
survey included some regional publications, they were not the primary focus of the survey, which
concentrated on publications produced in Rome. The PCU in Rome did not keep track of all
regional publications, and so comments on publications are mainly restricted to those produced in
Rome. The 1998 Readership Survey states,

“Overall, the overwhelming message from the survey was positive; FTPP publications
are widely read, highly valued, and considered to be innovative, effective and at the
cutting edge… the surge of generally positive evaluations from respondents indicated a
high degree of satisfaction. The survey revealed that FTPP publications are read and
used worldwide by a heterogeneous mix of teachers, professors and researchers, and by
practitioners ranging from extension workers to heads of ministries. Some respondents
had only primary school education, while others have advanced degrees. It is hard to
imagine that any publication or group of publications could meet the needs of such a

                                                
20 Arora-Jonsson, S. 2000. “Networking for Dialogue and Action: An Example from the Forests, Trees and
People Programme.” In: FTPP Newsletter. No.40/41. December 1999 / January 2000. FTPP. Sweden.
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diverse readership, yet according to the survey that is what FTPP publications manage to
do.”21

Some of the key strengths identified by respondents were, that the publications were
“unique; relevant to a wide and diverse readership; useful across a wide range of
activities and areas; useful also for activities for which they were not originally intended;
suitable for users at all levels of education; easy to read, with layouts that are easy to
follow.”22

The survey also stated that FTPP publications were highly rated as compared to other similar
publications, indicating that FTPP publications had carved a niche for themselves. The results of
the smaller English newsletter survey done in 1993 also showed that most respondents were
satisfied with the newsletter, which was used for reference, as a way of keeping informed about
other FTPP publications, and for networking, by contacting authors of interesting articles. The
members’ directory was found to be a useful tool for networking as well.

Perceptions of Limitations of FTPP Impacts:
• FTPP method and tool development was mainly for NGOs and governments. There was not

enough that would directly help local communities, in providing tools for them. If FTPP had taken
into account community voices to a larger extent, it would have provided a more valuable
direction to the network. An interviewee noted,

“Through the years FTPP has provided a lot of resources for capacity building for
NGOs, governments, universities. But few resources have been made available to CBOs
and communities’ own associations and federations. A couple of exceptions to this would
be the work with FECOFUN in Nepal and Deccan Development Society’s work in
southern India. There is a need to network local initiatives. All other categories of actors
are networked today – governments, NGOs, researchers, etc. But not local level
initiatives and rural communities. They are very vulnerable in their isolation.”

The post-FTPP proposal prepared by the newsletter editorial board to create a new global platform
states,

“During the final phase of FTPP (1999-2001) the various components have reviewed
their experiences and reflected on the challenges and opportunities. One reflection that
many have made is that while the programme has been an effective support to strengthen
various institutions working with CF this has not often led to fulfilling the goal of
strengthened communities. One conclusion of this reflection is that communities must be
more directly involved in defining how the goal can be reached.”23

• An interesting point was raised regarding the need for a greater inclusion of local community
voices. The question was whether there is an inherent fear in current power structures of giving
voice to local communities, as this threatens the power structure itself:

“Giving importance to local voices is too challenging [to the power structures] –
because it implies that a facilitator is not the expert.”

To illustrate this point, the interviewee noted the example of the Ngorongoro Conservation Area
(NCA) in Tanzania, where the regional FTPP focal point filmed the Maasai community voicing
their opinions about a management plan for the NCA, as part of an exploration of the potential of
video to bring local perspectives into natural resource management. The NCA authorities claimed
that the plan, supported by the IUCN, had been developed through “an intensive participatory
process”. Despite this, the film captured local community views that were “overwhelmingly
negative”, with local people claiming that the participatory process had been a sham, that they
feared they would be dislocated from the NCA, and that they needed more time to understand
what was in the plan. Neither the NCA Authority nor the IUCN were happy about the video,24 and

                                                
21 Grandin, BE. 1999. Results of the Forests, Trees and People Programme International Readership
Survey. FAO. Rome.
22 Ibid.
23 Sarv M, Leon L, Alimi R, Mlenge W, Shrestha K, Hoskins, M. 2002. “Linking Community Forestry
Initiatives Globally (LinCFIG) – Platform Planning Process”. Unpublished working draft.
24 Taylor, G & Johansson, L. 1997. “Our Voices, Our Words and Our Pictures: Plans, truths and videotapes
from Ngorongoro Conservation Area”. In: FTPP Newsletter. No.30. SLU. Sweden.
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strongly protested to the FTPP global headquarters about this. FTPP was requested to withhold the
video, which it did not agree to. An article by the film-makers states,

“In their first reactions to the video both the NCA Authority and the IUCN seemed more
worried about their own reputation than about the new opportunities for dialogue that
were created by the residents being outspoken about their thoughts and fears.”25

The question was whether FTPP could cross such limits delineated by those with an interest in
retaining the current structure of power, particularly given the fact that FTPP was a formal
network housed in FAO, an organisation that needs to be perceived as neutral. One person felt
uncertain as to the extent to which FTPP could go:

“There is a limit here – can formal networks like FTPP cross that limit? It has happened
in small spaces (e.g. in Ngorongoro) but not as a programme, which remains a reflection
of the power structure.”

This may be an inherent limitation for a network like FTPP.
• One interviewee felt that there should have been more of a focus on impacts at policy level –

“to promote and concretise what we were promoting at grassroots level. We have created
a lot of awareness about CF. But this has not necessarily translated into policies.”

• It is unclear to what extent FTPP managed to make regional and national focal points into self-
sustaining institutions that can continue working on CF initiatives. With some focal points, such as
RECOFTC, it is clear that a satisfactory level of self-sustenance has been achieved. In other cases
it is not yet clear whether, or to what extent, the focal points have been sufficiently strengthened to
be able to sustain themselves without FTPP.

6.2 Accountability; Mechanisms of Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)

FTPP had to account to donors through annual reports and progress reports at the end of each phase.
Similarly, regional focal points had to report on their activities to the global headquarters in Rome, and
there was also an independent audit of their accounts. Apart from this, as already noted above, monitoring
of regional and national focal points mainly relied on the annual global facilitators meetings, where the
focal points presented what they had achieved and what they were planning.

6.2.a Internal evaluations and reports

Internal evaluations (including evaluations with some external consultants) and end-of-phase reports as a
mechanism of M&E, seemed to be only partially useful. Some of the issues raised regarding the limitations
of the internal evaluations were as follows:

• Many of the evaluations simply “went into a drawer” and were not acted upon.
• Many of the evaluations were not accurate because they were not done critically enough. Two

people said that none of the self-evaluations were done “openly and honestly”. In particular the
final evaluation at the end of Phase 3 was mentioned as having being done in an atmosphere of
distrust where people felt they had to defend their positions and try to ensure continued funding,
rather than give a true picture of the situation:

“There was too much self-defensiveness in the evaluation for it to be really useful. Trust
was lost by then. There has to be an environment of trust that negative things won’t be
used against you, and that good things will be recognised.”

• Many evaluations, including by the regional focal points, were “done very simplistically and
poorly.”

• One interviewee felt strongly that FTPP staff in Rome were overburdened with work and
administrative duties, which led to a lack of time for dealing with and reflecting on the more
substantive issues of the network, such as evaluating efforts and results, or reflecting on problems
and how to improve things: “People did not have the time to stop and think and evaluate what they
were doing.” On a similar note a 1997 internal evaluation stated,

                                                
25Ibid.
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“The over-commitment of staff time and the pressing need to have more time available
for substantive work on the topics and regional support have been often expressed
concerns throughout the evaluation process.”26

• Most people could not respond clearly regarding what practical changes had taken place as a result
of internal evaluations. One of the comments was that the evaluations could have only an indirect
impact because by the time they were completed the context had changed, and it was difficult to
take on board any of the specific recommendations. Thus the evaluations were useful in terms of
the process of reflecting on activities, but not necessarily in terms of being useful in a practical
sense:

“A programme like FTPP evolves continuously. It takes 6 months to make a final
evaluation – and by that time the programme has changed too much. So you can read the
report and appreciate the comments, but specific recommendations often become
irrelevant because things have changed. I think people did read them and reflect on them,
even though they could not do too many concrete things. So the impact of the evaluations
was indirect.”

This is again indicative of the point made in an earlier section (Section 5.2.c) that network
processes were often too slow to be responsive enough to lessons learned.

• The 1998 readership survey seems to have been an exception, as the process itself proved to be
valuable, leading to capacity building, and acting as a catalyst to enhance the distribution system:

“At the outset it was realised that a distribution database was lacking and no tracking
system was in place. To identify survey participants, a distribution system had to be put
in place, which meant setting up tracking systems in the regions and training people to
manage the databases.”27

The survey process also helped to strengthen links between the PCU and the regional focal points
as well as many readers; and it was an input into the new communication strategy developed in
1997-1998, which led to a decentralised distribution system and the creation of a newsletter
editorial board. There were no major recommendations made by the survey, except for a few
points, like the need to shift to more field-based tools and studies (the survey showed that there
was a desire for more suitable products like videos and translated materials, to be used directly
with local communities. It was felt that many FTPP publications were too difficult for local
communities to follow.) It is not clear to what extent the PCU responded to the recommendations.
Overall, however, the survey confirmed that the strategies already being followed were proving to
be successful. For example, it confirmed the decisions to make publications available on the
Internet for wider accessibility, and to have proactive dissemination. It also indicated that free
publications had been a key aspect of the success and impact of FTPP publications. However, two
interviewees mentioned that free publications may not be sustainable, and that members from
developed countries should pay for them.

• Many activities were being done on a limited budget, so there was not much room for
manoeuvring to do new things or take on new recommendations of the evaluations.

It was felt that reports sent to donors also had limitations:
• The annual reports to donors were basically a list of activities of each component and information

about funds spent. At least two interviewees felt that it did not include anything of ‘substance’,
such as lessons learned, and was seen as a missed opportunity. It was felt that both FTPP as well
as the donors were guilty of missing out on the opportunity to develop more substantive reports –
the donors because they did not require a more substantial report, and FTPP because the need for
substantive reporting to donors was recognised but never implemented. One of the problems
seemed to be that it was difficult to agree on what kind of information to ask for in the annual
reports – and so only the information required by the donors was sought.

                                                
26 Anon. 1997. “Forests Trees and People Programme (FTPP): Global Component Internal Evaluation
March 1997. Unpublished report. CFU, FAO. Rome.
27 Grandin, BE. 1999. Results of the Forests, Trees and People Programme International Readership
Survey. FAO. Rome.
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• Corroborating this view was the point that donors need to have better feedback mechanisms for
learning themselves, and that “they need to include themselves in the analysis.” An interviewee
said,

“Donors did not want to learn lessons from the process. Donor representatives at annual
meetings often didn’t understand what was going on. We tried hard to bring donors in as
partners, and to learn lessons. But they refused.”

6.2.b Lack of a formal M&E strategy

One of the main issues that arose during interviews was the fact that a formal strategy for M&E was not
envisaged from the beginning, but “came almost as an after-thought, at the end” around 1999-2000. (This is
not to say that there was no monitoring, but that there wasn’t a consistent strategy for this). It was generally
thought to be a mistake that there had been no formal mechanism of monitoring, though different people
had different ideas of what form monitoring and evaluation should take, and for what purpose. For
example, while some stressed on financial accountability and transparency, others stressed on the need to
measure what impacts FTPP had at grassroots level in order to get feedback and learn lessons. There is no
doubt that some monitoring of regional and global headquarter activities happened, through processes of
self-evaluation, reports, informal feedback and sharing of information. However, there were limitations to
the internal evaluations and donor reports as described above, and the main criticism was that there was no
formal strategy for M&E, which made monitoring inconsistent and led to some problems of accountability.

An internal evaluation in 1997 stated,
“It is widely felt that there is a lack of methods to measure the effective use of resources (e.g. in
terms of input/output ratios) and the impact of the products and services of the Programme. The
difficulties stem in part from the fact that the Programme is process rather than product oriented,
and because many of the products are intangible and cannot easily be measured. How, for
instance, can increased awareness be measured?”

An example is the Network of Social Communicators for the Reconstruction of Ica (NSCRI), a network
that was planned in 1998 at a workshop in Peru organised by FTPP, in the aftermath of El Ninho when
there was great damage done by heavy floods, rain and landslides, exacerbated by bare hillsides. The idea
was to bring local organisations together to campaign for reconstruction. A year later, an article in the
FTPP newsletter said that the network never became functional – but that the process of forming it “led to a
change in what was aired and written”, and helped to forge new alliances between different organisations.28

This is an example of an impact that is very difficult to measure, and an M&E strategy would need to
include tools of analysis that do not rely purely on ‘output’ in the conventional sense. Donors also would
need to accept a broader definition of ‘output’.

Following are some of the main points brought up by interviewees, with regard to the lack of a formal
M&E strategy:

• Impact on grassroots communities: Due to the absence of a formal M&E strategy, it is very
difficult to say what impact FTPP has had on grassroots communities through the various focal
points and institutions it is working with. There are examples that suggest that there has been an
impact at grassroots level. However, there were not any formal or consistent mechanisms to ensure
impacts by getting grassroots feedback, and to ensure that network activities reflect the needs of
grassroots communities, particularly in instances less obvious than supporting forest users’
federations. An interviewee remarked, “There was a lot that we did not understand about the FTPP
impact at local level.” Another person felt that one of the main lessons learned from FTPP was the
need to have “a mechanism to keep learning from community voices, as contexts and situations
change.” This kind of monitoring is made more difficult by the fact that there were several ‘layers’
between the global headquarters and grassroots communities, comprising of regional focal points,
national focal points, and finally local partner organisations which were at the interface with the
grassroots level:

                                                
28 Herz, C & Hoeberichts, A. 2000. “The FTPP potential, a communication strategy that makes a
difference.” In: FTPP Newsletter. No.40/41. December 1999 / January 2000. FTPP. Sweden.
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“We assume that the organisations which we are helping, went to the grassroots and got
information. For case studies, obviously they did. But to what extent they did so to get
feedback, I don’t know. In the evaluation we won’t be able to go back to the communities
and ask whether they have benefited from FTPP. If you ask the partners, they will
obviously say yes. It would need an independent local consultant to do it.”

Similarly, the regional focal points were totally independent as to how and to what extent, they
communicated with national focal points. There was no way of ensuring, for example, that
national focal points were accountable to regional focal points (or vice-versa) in terms of activities
undertaken and the impact of those activities:

“We never did an evaluation of whether regional nodes were communicating effectively
with national points. It would have been too sensitive, like saying someone is too bossy,
or is not disseminating information.”

• Monitoring of Quality: Quality of reports and publications was difficult to monitor, because there
was no obligation on the part of regions to send all their output to Rome. Also, the annual reports
were not very substantive, and often only listed activities done in the past year and planned
activities for the coming year. This limited the opportunity for the global headquarters to learn
from regional partners and send their comments and suggestions to regional partners. A 1997
internal evaluation states,

“During the discussions it was agreed that there is not an effective monitoring process in
place, in part because the reporting format lists activities but not effectiveness.”29

However, the lack of formal quality control did not mean that the quality of output was necessarily
poor. One suggestion was to put pressure on regional partners by withholding funds till reports
and updates were received. Apparently this method was tried a few times, but it did not work. This
tactic was vigorously opposed by some other interviewees who felt that such formal relations with
partners, and the global headquarters behaving like a funding agency, went against the spirit of the
network. Also, two interviewees questioned the concept and objectives of ‘quality control’ by
saying that the process of preparing a document, for instance, was as important as the final output.
For example in East Africa the preparation of publications (put out as regional FTPP publications)
was used to introduce new ideas into universities and forest departments:

“Even though some reports were lousy, there was new information coming out. A lot of
lousy reports were not published. But the process was important. So the ‘quality control’
was not good – but the purpose was not to produce a good-looking report. New topics
were introduced to foresters and academics to do case studies.  This made them listen to
communities. In Uganda this process brought foresters close to NGOs and communities.
This is much more important than getting a glossy report out. But from the donor
perspective, they don’t see an ‘output’, so it becomes a problem.”

• Transparency of financial decisions: Two interviewees perceived that there was a lack of
transparency in decisions regarding funding in the final phase. This apparently created distrust in
the final phase:

“No-one knew how much money was going where in FTPP. It was a big problem, people
started grabbing for money and no-one would say how much they actually got. It created
distrust. It’s important to be transparent and democratic, especially in a global network
where there are so many different perspectives.”

There were mechanisms in place to ensure budget accountability, such as financial statements in
annual reports. However, one interviewee felt that,

“There was weak budgetary control. The regions didn’t need to justify what they were
doing with the money [given to them]. For example, in [one region] unacceptable things
were happening, like contracting family members to do work. It was a waste of money.
Even in Rome there was no clear management of the budget. For example, I don’t know
why the decision was taken to have such glossy, expensive publications.”

                                                
29 Anon. 1997. “Forests Trees and People Programme (FTPP): Global Component Internal Evaluation
March 1997. Unpublished report. CFU, FAO. Rome.
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6.2.c A New M&E Strategy: A new M&E strategy was developed in Phase 3 under the new FTPP
coordinator. However it apparently proved to be difficult to implement it, for some of the same reasons that
it was difficult to implement a new communication strategy half-way through the programme:

“[The new coordinator] tried hard to systematise things and put in an M&E system with annual
and 6-monthly reports coming in on time, etc. But people didn’t like it, and didn’t co-operate. She
also tried to systematise financial mechanisms and administration. But the effort to develop an
M&E system came too late. It was too late to impose order half-way through. Habits had become
too entrenched. Also, the CFU was very understaffed, so it was a problem to do the extra work.”

Another interviewee corroborated this view saying,
“I went to countless meetings and workshops to see how Rome could develop the [M&E] system.
We sent people to regional meetings for this also. I am scared to think how much time, effort and
money went into it – and it all went into a drawer. It was never used. I remember some of us
saying in Rome, I don’t know why we are doing this, because we are never going to use it. And we
never did.”

Apart from resistance due to entrenched habits, there were other reasons offered as to why the new strategy
did not work:

• It was imposed on to the regions by the global headquarters: “Since it did not germinate from the
people in the regions, it was never fully accepted and used.”

• It was perceived to be “complicated”, “time-consuming”, and was viewed as “just another
bureaucratic request”.

• It was felt that the new mechanism would not adequately reflect the impacts of FTPP:
“The system may be used very well for forestry projects in which you count hectares of
reforestation… but not in a programme where you have to measure the strength of a
group of women who will fight for their rights to their trees.”

• There was not sufficient time for it to be implemented, because it was developed only about three
years before FTPP ended, when FTPP was beginning to ready itself for closing down.

One type of viewpoint was supportive of developing a formal M&E strategy, but another type of viewpoint
argued against the imposition of the new M&E strategy because it went against the spirit of decentralisation
of the network by putting the global headquarters in the hierarchical position of a ‘Monitor’.

7. GOVERNANCE AND DECENTRALISATION

7.1 Diverse visions of the network

There were varied opinions on what constituted the FTPP network. Some people viewed FTPP as being a
development programme with a strong networking component. The FTPP website views networking as
happening mainly through the newsletter, and administered by SLU in Sweden:

“Networking and production of the English language version of the FTP Newsletter are Global
Component Activities carried out by the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Uppsala
(SLU)”.30

Others viewed FTPP as one large network, or a multiplicity of networks under one umbrella. Another view
was that FTPP was a programme that provided the infrastructure for networking to take place (e.g. the
newsletter), with networking happening at specific points in time as the need arose. An academic study of
FTPP done in 1997 noted,

“The increasing diversity can be seen when one looks at how different people have articulated the
goals/objectives [of FTPP]. For example, the editor of the English newsletter looks upon the
networking activities as a way of recognising rights, capacities, knowledge of local collaborators
and as a forum for discussion. The regional facilitator in Latin America sees the main goal as
local empowerment so as to influence political decisions at the local and national level. Although

                                                
30 FTPP website: www.fao.org/forestry/FON/FONP/cfu/cfu-e.stm
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both these viewpoints may be contained within the programme’s overall objectives… such goals
are not stated clearly or explicitly in any official report or programme document.”31

Perhaps one of the strengths of FTPP was that diverse views of networking could be accommodated within
the programme, or that the relevance of the network manifested itself in different ways to different people,
at different points of time. It was also evident, however, that the differing, often opposing, views of what
kind of network FTPP was, or should be, led to a clash and affected the direction the network took.

One vision of the network is a very personalised one, manifested under the leadership of the coordinator of
Phases 1 and 2, whereby the network grew organically, network relationships were personalised,
mechanisms were not overly formalised, and there was a move to decentralise control of the network from
the global headquarters to the regions. One person who subscribed to this view, felt that,

“A network should be unwieldy. It should have no borders, it should be open, flexible, with a
continuous negotiating of links… FTPP was not situated in FAO. It was situated all over the
world. The problem came up when FAO claimed ownership of FTPP.”

Another vision of the network is a more formalised one, manifested in the last phase of FTPP under new
leadership. This is a more centralised notion of the network, with the global headquarters taking a formal
approach to network management, for example by developing a formal M&E strategy. This vision of the
network is a hierarchical one, whereby the global headquarters is the umbrella focal point and the
distributor of funds, to whom all national and regional focal points are accountable in terms of activities,
impacts of activities and financial accountability, achieved through regular communication such as reports
and updates. On the other hand, the first vision of the network is less structured, and sees the global
headquarters as one node among many other regional nodes, in a more equal partnership, without the
formal structures of hierarchy and accountability. In the first vision, the network and its mechanisms are
built on personal relationships and commitments, whereas in the second vision, the network is based on an
institutional structure and formalised mechanisms. In the first vision the role of the global headquarters is
seen as that of a facilitator. In the second vision the role is seen as that of a monitor and coordinator.

This is an overly simplistic way of defining contradictory visions for FTPP, and it would be more accurate
to say that these two visions represent two extreme points on a gradation or scale, with many views in
between which combine elements of both visions to differing degrees. Some interviewees also had views
that would fit in at the two extreme ends of the scale. Defining these two kinds of vision for the network
allows us to draw out some lessons regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches, and
also to try and understand some of the reasons why FTPP evolved from the first approach to the second
approach, and with what consequences.

7.2 Change of leadership and direction

One of the main characteristics of FTPP’s functioning was the decentralisation of the programme, whereby
decisions regarding the use of funds, topics to be worked on, and methods or strategies of working on
topics, were to be made by the concerned region. In the final phase of FTPP, there was a move to reverse
the process of decentralisation. This has been described in preceding sections of this report. The move to
decentralisation, and the subsequent move to try and reverse this process, seems to have been at the centre
of many of the issues and problems discussed during interviews. In particular, the concerns about the lack
of a formal communication strategy and a formal M&E strategy, points to the more basic issue of
governance of the network, and the emergence of two very different visions of how the network should be
governed.

In terms of chronology, it seems clear that most of the people who were working for FTPP in its earlier
phases, approached the network with a greater sense of personal and emotional attachment, and stressed the
importance of building up the network on the basis of personal relationships and a sense of community.
They were less in favour of the move to try and re-centralise the network in the latter phase of FTPP. On
                                                
31 Arora-Jonsson, S. 1997. “Forests Trees and People Networking”. Unpublished paper. Department of
Rural Development Studies, SLU. Sweden.
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the other hand, individuals who were relatively new to the programme, and who were mainly familiar with
the last phase of FTPP, seemed more inclined to question the lack of formal mechanisms of M&E, and a
formal communication strategy. This may indicate that a lack of formal strategies of communication and
M&E, created problems of continuity and institutional memory.

The move to re-centralise coincided with a change of coordinator for FTPP, which was apparently a very
great change in the style of leadership and coordination of the network, and there were many comments in
this regard. The move to re-centralise apparently caused various problems in the functioning of the
network, and resentments among people who had very different visions of what the network should be, as
described previously. Any organisation is to a large extent directed by the vision of its leader. In the case of
FTPP, it would seem that the network took on a more dramatic change of direction after the change of
coordinator largely because some key mechanisms of functioning were not formalised into the structure
and depended greatly on the style of working of the individuals present. One interviewee commented,

“You cannot underestimate the departure of [the coordinator of Phases 1 and 2]. It was a
personality-based structure. It was very difficult to suddenly move to a formalised structure.”

Not having formal, institutionalised M&E or communications strategies to deal with communication and
accountability between components, may work very successfully on the basis of personal equations and
individual relationships with focal point facilitators. However, the FTPP experience demonstrates that this
is not sustainable when the coordinator leaves, or when personal equations change, as they inevitably must
do. For example, with regard to the lack of a formal communication strategy, an interviewee said,

“The [Phase 1 and 2] coordinator was very central to eliciting information, so people were
motivated [to communicate regularly].”

Another interviewee felt that a lesson learned from this was that,
“communication should not depend on one person. If there are mechanisms of communication and
knowledge sharing from the beginning, then you don’t need to be bureaucratic and say ‘send me
reports’.”

As noted previously, there was disagreement on this issue, particularly from people who favoured an
organic development of the network as opposed to the imposition of formal strategies.

A lesson to be drawn from this is that, though leadership style is important, mechanisms of functioning
should not be reliant on the presence of one particular individual and his/her style of working, but on
institutionalised strategies and mechanisms. It may seem that having formal mechanisms like an M&E
strategy goes against the spirit of decentralisation by making regions accountable to the global
headquarters, for example. However, it seems that a balance needs to be found between decentralisation
and formal strategies. For example, an M&E strategy need not be simply about regions being accountable
to the global headquarters, but also about global headquarters being accountable to regions.

The move to decentralisation was commendable, in that the programme tried to do what it was talking
about. CF is about marginalized communities taking control of natural resources and participating in
decision-making as equal stakeholders. Similarly, FTPP tried to break the stereotypical North-South
dichotomy of aid programmes where the North controls the resources, makes the decisions and finds
‘solutions’ targeted at beneficiaries in the South. Contrary to this, FTPP tried to create a network where
actors from the South were not marginalized, but equal participants in controlling the resources of FTPP,
making decisions and finding solutions. The vision was that they should be partners, not beneficiaries.
(Taking this one step further, an interviewee commented that in principle the network should have been
accountable to local communities, whom the network was trying to support, rather than being accountable
to donors. The network never progressed to this stage.) The decision to decentralise was based on these
principles, and the initial lack of formal monitoring and communications strategies seems to have been the
result of a hesitance to claim ownership and control of the network by the global headquarters. The
decentralisation led to a feeling that FTPP was owned by focal points across the world. It was felt that the
relatively informal nature of the network led to an atmosphere of dynamism, risk-taking, experimentalism
and creativity that was very beneficial to the network’s activities. One interviewee said,

“There was an anarchy which was great. It was so decentralised. There was so much resistance to
keeping track of things. This led to some problems, but it also had its advantages.”
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In some cases, decentralisation meant that visibility of FTPP often suffered. However, as another
interviewee put it, “the idea was not to show your flag there.”

The change of leadership led to a vision for FTPP whereby the role played by the global headquarters
would be one of formal control by coordinating and monitoring activities, with the regions being
accountable to it. However, it was resisted because it was at odds with the principles of decentralisation on
which FTPP was based. As already noted, for example, one of the reasons that the M&E strategy was not
accepted in the regions was because it was seen as an imposition by the global headquarters. The move to
centralised control also seemed to mark a reduction in the participation of members in discussing and
questioning the direction of the network. At least three interviewees felt that the people who did not agree
with the new direction of the network were marginalized in the last few years of FTPP, and that there was a
suppression of debate, which was very different to the previous phases of FTPP when there was more space
for debate and questioning, and a greater respect for a diversity of voices. Management decisions and
processes became less transparent, and there was apparently a break-down of trust between people. In the
upheaval of reversing decentralisation, it may have become unclear to some people as to what the role of
the global headquarters was, in terms of coordinating. An interviewee in Rome remarked,

“I am not even sure what exactly our role here was - whether we were supposed to coordinate or
not. And if we were to coordinate, I am not sure what that meant. We were meant to collate
budgets and work-plans – but other people may have understood it to mean ‘directing’. And the
regions definitely did not see it as ‘directing’. I think it was not very clear to other people either.
What exactly was our role if you took away the bureaucracy and budgeting?”

Two interviewees made the point that decentralisation was difficult to sustain and take to its logical
outcome, because the decentralisation of power (power to make your voice heard, power to make
decisions) meant a loss of control for some people. It was suggested that this fear on the part of FTPP’s
new leadership as well as donors, was part of the reason for trying to re-centralise control, and reign in the
powers of the regions. Donors, for example, were perceived to have played a significant role in reversing
the decentralised functioning of FTPP by giving the global headquarters greater control over funds in the
final phase. The experience brings up the question - to what extent is decentralisation sustainable, given the
motivation for power structures to remain as they are? The example of Ngorongoro, in Section 6.1, shows
that when there was true decentralisation of power, when the regional FTPP node took independent
decisions to film local communities and make their voices heard, this shook power structures all the way up
from the local and national authorities, to the international organisation involved. The angry response to
this from the different levels of the power structure are very illustrative of how decentralisation in practice
can lead to a loss of control for those who perceive themselves to be higher up in a hierarchy. The desire of
power structures to retain the status quo may pose a limit to decentralisation.

On the other hand, it also may be that the move to re-centralise control was simply due to a perceived need
to keep better track of network outputs and impacts, since there was no formal M&E strategy. Perhaps it
was a combination of the above factors that led to the reversal of decentralisation.

7.3 Need to find a balance

There were disagreements and diverse opinions on almost every issue discussed during the interviews.
However, the issue of decentralisation, and the advantages and disadvantages of decentralisation, brought
forth the most animated and energetic responses. Clearly, this is an issue that goes to the heart of FTPP,
because it encompasses issues of communication, monitoring and evaluation, governance, decision-
making, hierarchies and power structures. The main lesson to be drawn from these experiences seems to be
that there needs to be a balance between decentralisation and monitoring mechanisms; between a network
based on personal equations and a network based on sustainable institutionalised mechanisms that allows
for continuity, institutional memory, and functioning which does not rely too heavily on the presence of an
individual. Despite the advantages of decentralisation and the political principles on which decentralisation
is based, the sheer size of a network like FTPP, and the relatively large amounts of funding passing through
it, makes some amount of institutionalisation and formal strategising in terms of monitoring and
communications, seem inevitable. For example, it is clear that it is difficult to measure and monitor the
impacts of a network, particularly when many of its outputs, like awareness-raising, are intangible.
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However, not having a formal M&E strategy does not seem to be desirable either, with no systematic way
of ensuring that national and regional focal points are pursuing activities that do indeed have an impact at
grassroots level. For example, though the aims of FTPP on the website state that all stakeholders should
“negotiate as equal partners” in their country or region, there was no monitoring strategy to ensure that
local communities would indeed engage with FTPP focal points as equal partners, or no communication
strategy to ensure that feedback from local communities was influencing the direction of the network.
Another example is of the Earthbird Cartoon magazines. The global headquarters had no figures indicating
how many issues of local language translations were distributed, because the initiative was handed over to
local groups. It seems a waste to not know the results of an effort, simply because there is a fear of being
too controlling. It can also lead to uninformed decisions in the future (e.g. whether or not to replicate the
effort).

There is a very fine line between monitoring, in terms of centralised ‘control’, and ensuring that the
programme is having the intended benefit, that the benefits are indeed reaching the right people. There is a
fine line between professional exchange to ensure ‘quality control’ of output (quality can be defined in
many ways – it is not simply about glossy presentations and good language, but also about methodological
rigour, for example), and claiming the position of the expert (which has deep political implications given
the fact that the network headquarters were in the North and the focal points in the South). There is a fine
line between a personalised style of leadership of a network built on personal equations, and a network that
is too dependent on the presence of particular individuals. There is a fine line between institutionalising
strategies for continuity and long-term sustainability, and retaining the flexibility and dynamism of a
responsive and continually evolving network.

At the same time, when large amounts of scarce financial and human resources are at stake, it seems to be
crucial to risk treading on these fine lines, and defining a position and formal mechanisms which allow for
a balance between decentralisation and monitoring of impacts, or a balance between decentralisation and
formal strategising. Without a monitoring strategy there is a risk of making decisions that may not be fully
informed. Without a base of institutionalised strategies and with a dependence on a personalised network
structure, there is a risk of losing continuity, as experienced by FTPP as it moved into its final phase. An
interviewee tried to sum up the experience of FTPP with regard to decentralisation, saying,

“Maybe the difficulty with FTPP was that we tried to find a middle ground but didn’t succeed.
Maybe we went to two extremes – from anarchy to trying to impose M&E.”

‘Anarchy’ is far too extreme a description, but the point about the need to find a middle ground seems
valid.

In conclusion, the author would like to note that it is always easy to point out problems with the benefit of
hindsight, many of which may have been difficult to perceive and address while the network was in full
swing. The objective of this report is not to point out faults, or undermine the efforts that have gone into
running the network. Regardless of some of the problems mentioned by interviewees, it is apparent that
FTPP was a pioneer in terms of its style of functioning and its contribution to CF. It was perceived by
interviewees to have been a vibrant, dynamic and valuable process, particularly in its earlier years. There
are valuable lessons to be learned from its 15-year long experience, many of which will not have been
incorporated into this report given the limitations of time and methodology. For this reason, the author
would like to reiterate that this report does not intend to draw any ‘conclusions’ about the impact and
performance of FTPP, as the time in hand was extremely inadequate, and the range of interviews on
which this report is based, was limited. The above are tentative reflections on lessons learned, based on
a range of conflicting opinions heard during interviews.

8. SUMMARY OF LESSONS LEARNED

The main lessons that emerged from the study have been summarised below:

1) Communication Strategy:
• A formal communication strategy seems vital in a large and diverse network like FTPP, to provide

clear criteria and guidelines on knowledge management and exchange, and to create a process of
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multi-directional flows of communication. Key questions like how, when and why communication
between components should take place, apparently remained unclear because they were not
formally strategised. Some of the problems attributed to the absence of a communication strategy
were, problems of collaboration; resentment because all sides felt they had not been consulted
enough; lack of a consistent mechanism to take into account regional / grassroots priorities;
inefficient use of network resources and lost opportunities of professional exchange; and problems
in joint decision-making (e.g. unresolved issues of who made decisions on topic identification and
development).

• However, the strategy followed by the publication unit was largely a success, with publications
being widely valued across sectors. The main problem with publications seems to have been a lack
of a strategy for translations.

• Translations and the primacy of English: There were valuable moves towards creating a more
inclusive network, by acknowledging the need to have separate French and Spanish newsletters
with articles relevant to, and originating from, the region, rather than simply articles translated
from the English newsletter. There was also a move towards more direct regional participation by
creating an editorial board for the newsletter. Newsletter articles were deliberately written in
simple language since many readers would not be fluent in English. Nevertheless, the problem of
the primacy of English remained (e.g. during meetings everyone had to speak English). A formal
strategy for translations would have helped to produce more translations in a systematic way, and
make better use of the resources available for translations. Many translations of publications
happened in an ad hoc way, and not necessarily due to a strategy. The lack of a strategy on
translations may have led to lost opportunities, and may have indicated an insufficient
acknowledgement of the importance of cultural and linguistic diversity in the network. The
primacy of English was likely to promote Western values, and undermine the different
perspectives and values that emerge through different languages.

2) Monitoring and Evaluation:
• A major lesson learned was that a formal M&E strategy is important for a large and diverse

network like FTPP. Not having a formal M&E strategy led to a lack of clarity regarding the
impacts of FTPP. For example, since there was no formal strategy to find out what impact FTPP
was having at grassroots level, and no consistent feedback strategy to find out the needs at
grassroots level, it was difficult to accommodate community voices and needs sufficiently in
network activities.

• Without a monitoring strategy there is a risk of making decisions that may not be fully informed.
• Overburden of work for FTPP staff hindered reflecting on the more substantive issues of the

network, such as evaluation efforts and results, or reflecting on problems and how to improve
functioning.

• There is a need to develop tools of M&E that take into account processes as well as products.
Many network activities are process-oriented, and it is difficult to evaluate output in the
conventional sense of products and publications. Process is as important as product – e.g. the
process of forest officials gathering information from communities and listening to communities is
as important as (or more important than) bringing out a good-looking publication. Tools of M&E
need to reflect this.

3) Leadership:
• The concerns about the lack of a formal communication strategy and a formal M&E strategy, point

to the more basic issue of governance of the network. Though leadership style is important,
mechanisms of functioning should not be reliant on the presence of one particular individual and
his/her style of working, but on institutionalised strategies and mechanisms. This is more
conducive to long-term sustainability, building of institutional memory and continuity.

• Not having formal strategies to deal with communication and accountability between components,
may work very successfully on the basis of personal equations and individual relationships with
focal point facilitators. However, the FTPP experience demonstrates that this is not sustainable
when the individual in charge leaves, or when personal equations change, as they inevitably must
do.
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4) Decentralisation:
• The move to decentralising the network was a powerful statement and a new way of functioning

that tried to break the traditional North-South aid dichotomy. FTPP tried to create a network
where actors from the South were not marginalized, but equal participants in controlling the
resources of FTPP, making decisions and finding solutions. The vision was that they should be
partners, not beneficiaries. This was a valuable approach to networking, and one respectful of
diverse voices and experiences, with its emphasis on joint decision-making and on the global
headquarters being a facilitator rather than a ‘monitor’. The initial lack of formal monitoring and
communications strategies may have been the result of a hesitance to claim ownership and control
of the network by the global headquarters.

• The main lesson to be drawn from the experience of decentralisation seems to be that there needs
to be a balance between decentralisation and formal institutional strategies that allow for long-
term sustainability, continuity and institutional memory. In particular, a large, global network like
FTPP needs formal strategising in terms of monitoring and communications.

5) Institutional Processes:
• Imposition of new strategies: It is difficult to impose major new strategies on a network made up

of diverse, independent nodes. Strategies need to arise from the needs of members rather than
being developed and imposed on the network by the headquarters. For example, one of the reasons
that people resisted the new M&E strategy in Phase 3 was because it germinated from the
headquarters rather than arising from the needs of the regions.

• Slow institutional processes: A key issue that emerged was the slow process of drawing up a new
strategy, and then being able to implement it. Between 1997, when the new communication
strategy began to be developed, and 2001, at the end of which FTPP came to a close, there was a
period of 4 years. However, this proved to be too short a time for the new strategy to be
implemented as intended, because by the time the strategy was developed, and by the time lessons
emerged from the readership survey (which was a key input into the new strategy), the network
was already planning its closure. The closure itself required another long planning process –
planning for the post-FTPP strategy began almost two years in advance. Similarly, by the time the
new M&E strategy was developed, it was too late to implement it because the network was
coming to a close. Also, internal evaluations could have only an indirect impact because by the
time they were completed the context had changed, and it was difficult to take on board any of the
specific recommendations. These kinds of time frames required for planning and evaluation are
indicative of a network structure which was perhaps too large and too bureaucratic (perhaps too
diverse in terms of being able to agree?) to be flexible enough and responsive enough, not only to
changing needs, but also to lessons learned by the network itself, lessons which emerged as a
result of putting into motion processes of evaluation and strategy development. It seems essential
that a network should be structured in a way that allows it to easily adopt new strategies and
evolve on the basis of lessons learned.
A related point is that the new M&E strategy was resisted, partly because habits may have become
too entrenched, and people did not want to change. This also indicates a difficulty with evolving
and adopting new strategies.

• Openness and transparency: Suppression of open debate and transparency apparently led to a
break-down of trust and the marginalisation of some voices in the network in its final phase.
Active questioning, open debate, a respect for diverse voices and an effort to keep decisions and
strategies transparent, are likely to result in a dynamic network that is relevant to all its members.

6) Inter-regional and Intra-regional collaboration:
• Overall there was more collaboration within a region, or between a region and the global

headquarters, as compared to inter-regional collaboration. It is not clear to what extent inter-
regional collaboration was limited due to a gap in strategic and communication mechanisms, and
to what extent it was because different regions may not have found it relevant to collaborate with
each other. This point would be worth examining further, because it would also provide
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information on how relevant it is for regions to be part of a huge global network, as opposed to a
regional network. This has implications in terms of allocating resources to large global networks,
in the future.

• Some working arrangements are more conducive to collaboration between countries or regions
than others, and could be encouraged. (e.g. the approach taken by Francophone Africa, whereby
each national component was responsible for a theme across the region, encouraged each national
component to network with the other countries.) On the other hand, it is also important to respect
regional contexts where a particular arrangement may or may not be suitable.

7) Institutional Arrangements:
• FAO: It was not clear whether FAO had proved to be the best home for a decentralised network

like FTPP, which aimed to be flexible and responsive to changing contexts and needs. Though
FAO provided a valuable ‘stamp’ of respectability, it was also bureaucratic and slow. The
flexibility and decentralisation that FTPP needed may have been limited by being housed in a
large and bureaucratic organisation. FAO’s mandate of working in collaboration with governments
may also have limited the nature of FTPP activities, particularly in terms of advocacy, since FTPP
often supported institutions that worked against government policies. It may have been a lost
opportunity that FTPP did not integrate better with the FAO forestry department, to mainstream
CF within FAO.

• Focal points: It may be better for a national or regional focal point to be an institution, rather than
a single individual. This would ensure long-term sustainability of the initiative, and reduce
frictions that can arise when working with a single individual as opposed to an institution.

• Internal politics play a significant role in a large, institutionalised network like FTPP. For example
it was suggested that internal politics in FAO contributed to the ending of FTPP.

• Institutional Memory: Good process documentation is needed to build up long-term institutional
memory, especially when there is high staff turnover.

• Infrequent face-to-face communication: Infrequent face-to-face contact between members may
have been a problem in terms of building up personal relationships, which are difficult to cultivate
over email. However, given the size of FTPP, and the high cost of bringing all members together,
it is not clear how this issue could be addressed.

8) Donors:
• Donors need to be more willing to learn lessons from network experiences, and to include their

own actions in the analysis, as important players on the scene. They also need to demand more
substantial reporting in order to learn lessons from networks - it is difficult to gauge network
impacts simply from a list of activities, because many network impacts are process-oriented rather
than product-oriented. This would lead to more informed decision-making.

• It was felt that both FTPP as well as the donors were guilty of missing out on the opportunity to
develop more substantive reports – the donors because they did not require a more substantial
report, and FTPP because the need for substantive reporting to donors was recognised but never
implemented.
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Annex 1: DETAILS AND DATES OF VISITS

Interviews were conducted during visits to:
• The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) in Rome, Italy, for 4 days in July 2002;
• The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) in Uppsala, Sweden, for 3 days in August

2002.
In addition, one interview was carried out on telephone.

Interviewees in Rome:
Anna Sherwood, Publications officer (Publication and Communication Unit)
Erik Nielsen, Conflict Management Topic Back-stopper
Francesca Gentile, Administration and Budget Secretary
Helen Gillman, Communications and Publications Officer (Publications and Communication Unit), and
Newsletter Editorial Board Member
Linda Mitchell, Publication officer (Publications and Communication Unit)
Manuel Paveri, Chief of Forestry Policy and Institution Branch
Olivier Dubois, FTPP coordinator
Sophie Grouwels, Gender Topic Back-stopper
Tanaka Hiroyuki, Asia Back-stopper
Hivy Ortiz Chour, Back-stopper (inputs on email)

Interviewees in Uppsala:
Anders Tivel, Ex-FTPP facilitator for East Africa.
Daphne Thuvesson, Editor of English FTPP Newsletter.
Seema Arora-Jonsson, Associate of English FTPP Newsletter

Interview on telephone:
• Marilyn Hoskins, former FTPP coordinator, USA.

Annex 2: CONTACT LIST OF INTERVIEWEES

Anders Tivel,
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Box 7034
S-75007 Uppsala
Sweden
Fax: (46-18) 671980

Anna Sherwood,
Publication and Communication Unit
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
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Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: annakath17@hotmail.com

Daphne Thuvesson,
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Box 7034
S-75007 Uppsala
Sweden
Fax: (46-18) 671980
Email: daphne.thuvesson@kontakt.slu.se

Erik Nielsen,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: Erik.Nielsen@fao.org

Francesca Gentile,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: Francesca.Gentile@fao.org

Helen Gillman,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: Helen.Gillman@fao.org

Hivy Ortiz Chour,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Email: Hivy.OrtizChour@fao.org

Linda Mitchell,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: ftpp@fao.org

Manuel Paveri,
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Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: ftpp@fao.org

Marilyn Hoskins,
University of Indiana,
Bloomington,
USA
Email: mahoskin@indiana.edu

Olivier Dubois,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: Olivier.Dubois@fao.org

Seema Arora-Jonsson,
Department of Rural Development Studies
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Box 7005
75007 Uppsala
Sweden
Tel: (46-08) 6509762
Fax: (46-18) 671209
Email: seema.arora.jonsson@lbutv.slu.se

Sophie Grouwels,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
Email: Sophie.Grouwels@fao.org

Tanaka Hiroyuki,
Forest Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy

Annex 3: FTPP REGIONAL AND GLOBAL COMPONENT CONTACTS

LATIN AMERICA

Central America:
FTPP Facilitador Regional para América Central
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Box 371
1007 San Jose, Costa Rica
Fax: (50-6) 2807758/ 2807784
E-mail: cbrenes@sol.racsa.co.cr
URL: http://polux.sdnp.org.pa/~rfc/

South America:
Coordinador de Redes y Difusión para América Latina
Av. Manuel Gómez 634
Apartado 11-0152
Lince, Lima, Peru
Fax: (51-1) 265-0441
E-mail: ftpp@sifocom.org.pe
URL: http://www.cnr.org.pe/fao/index.htm

Bolivia:
FTPP Facilitador para Bolivia
c/o CERES
Pasaje Warisata #10, sobre la Circumvalacion entre Av.Santa Cruz y Av. Potosi
Casilla 949
Cochabamba, Bolivia
Fax: (591-4) 293145
E-mail: ftpp-fao@albatros.cnb.net
URL: http://www.cnb.net/~ftpp-fao/welcome.html

WEST AFRICA

West Africa:
FTPP Facilitateur Regional
Programme Arbres, Forêts et Communautés Rurales
Composante Afrique de l'Ouest et Centrale (FTPP-ASS)
B.P. 1756
Ouagadougou 01, Burkina Faso
Fax: (226) 364730
E-mail: ftppas@camnet.cm

Benin:
FTPP Facilitateur National
ROSE-ECHANGES
03 B.P. 4242
Cotonou, Bénin
E-mail: roseftpp@leland.bj

Burkina Faso:
FTPP Facilitateur National
DFVAF
B.P. 6429
Ouagadougou 01, Burkina Faso
Fax: (226) 324645
E-mail: ftpp.bfa@fasonet.bf

Cameroon:
FTPP Facilitateur National
APM-AFRIQUE
B.P. 10 008
Yaounde, Cameroun
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Fax: (237) 205520
E-mail: apm@camnet.cm

Mali:
FTPP Facilitateur National
DNAER
B.P. 275
Bamako, Mali
Fax: (223) 221134
E-mail: ftppmali@datatech.toolnet.org

Niger:
FTPP Facilitateur National
D.E.
B.P. 578
Niamey, Niger
Fax: (227) 732784
E-mail: ftppount@intnet.ne

Senegal:
FTPP Facilitateur National
DEFCCS
B.P. 1831
Dakar, Sénégal
Fax: (221) 832 2789
E-mail: papeftpp@telecomplus.sn

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA

East Africa:
FTPP Regional Facilitator for East Africa
FTPP/FAN
Forest Action Network
PO Box 21 428
Nairobi, Kenya
Fax: (254-2) 718398
E-mail: fan@fanworld.org
URL: http://www.ftpp.or.ke/

Ethiopia:
Center for Human Environment (CHE)
P.O. Box 13309, Addis Ababa
Fax: (251-1) 52982
National facilitator: Teffera Wegderesegn
National networker: Rahel Mesfin
E-mail: che@telecom.net.et

Kenya:
Forest Action Network (FAN)
P.O. Box 21428, Nairobi
Fax: (254-2) 718398
E-mail (general): fan@fanworld.org
Regional facilitator: Dominic Walubengo
E-mail: dwalubengo@fanworld.org
National networker: Eileen Omosa
E-mail: eomosa@fanworld.org
APO FTPP ESA: Margreet Hofstede
E-mail: margreet@fanworld.org
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Mozambique:
Eduardo Mondlane University,
Forestry Department
Campus Universitario
C.P. 257, Maputo
Fax: (258-1) 492176
National facilitator: Isilda Nhantumbu
E-mail: isilda@engflo.uem.mz
ftpp@virconn.com

Tanzania:
Dodoma Environmental Network (DONET)
P.O. Box 1414, Dodoma
Fax: (255-61) 324750
National networker: Monica Mhaville
E-mail: ftpp-tz@cats-net.com

Uganda:
Makerere University, Forestry Department
P.O. Box 7062, Kampala
Fax: (256-41) 533574
National facilitator: John Kaboggoza
E-mail: kabogoza@starcom.co.ug

Environmental Alert
P.O. Box 11259, Kampala
National networker: Fred Kafeero
Fax:(256-41) 220780
E-mail: envalert@imul.com

ASIA

Southeast Asia:
FTPP Facilitator for Southeast Asia
FTPP/RECOFTC
Regional Community Forestry Training Center
Kasetsart University
P.O. Box 1111
Bangkok 10903, Thailand
Fax: (66-2) 561-4880
E-mail: ftcsss@nontri.ku.ac.th
URL: http://www.recoftc.org/

South Asia:
FTPP Facilitator for South Asia
FTPP/WATCH
Women Acting Together for Change
G.P.O. Box 5723
Baneshor, Kathmandu, Nepal
Fax: (977-1) 473-224
E-mail: watchftp@wlink.com.np
URL: http://www-trees.slu.se/nepal/watchindex.htm

GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

The Senior Community Forestry Officer
Forestry Policy and Planning Division
Forestry Department
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Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100, Italy
Fax: (39-06) 5705-5514
E-Mail: ftpp@fao.org

FTPP Newsletter:
Daphne Thuvesson,
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Box 7034
S-75007 Uppsala
Sweden
Fax: (46-18) 671980
Email: daphne.thuvesson@kontakt.slu.se


